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Jun6 25, 1964

TO: Department Heads

'FROM: J. Burke Knapp

SUBJECT: International Competitive Bidding Procedures

The attached memorandum entitled "International
Competitive Bidding Procedures" with its two annexes

(a) "Guidelines Relating to Procurement under
Bank Loans and IDA Credits"

(b) Example of Supplementary Letter;, on
Procurement Procedures

is distributed with the request that you bring it to the
attention of your staff. In due course an operational
memorandum will be issued in printed form for insertion in
the Manual of Operational Memoranda.



INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIVE BIDDING PROCEDURES

It is the policy of the Bank and IDA to require their borrowers
to obtain goods and services (other than consultants' services) on an
international competitive basis unless another procedure, more appropriate
to the circumstances, is agreed with the borrower. In cases where there
may be some question as to the appropriateness of international competitive
bidding, the Working Party should bring the matter to the attention of the
directors of the departments concerned so that a decision can be reached
in advance of negotiations.

In the past the Bank and IDA have agreed with borrowers on an
ad hoc basis as to procedures to be followed when international competitive
bidding has been required. Questions have arisen from time to time as to
the implementation of these procedures. Consequently, a general statement
of requirements of the Bank and IDA entitled "Guidelines Relating to
Procurement under Bank Loans and IDA Credits" has been prepared to guide
borrowers, consultants and suppliers in bidding and contracting
procedures relating to international competitive bidding. These Guidelines
are attached hereto as Annex 1. They will be made applicable, as
appropriate, to procurement under Bank loans and IDA credits when inter-
national competitive bidding is required.

These Guidelines should be discussed with our borrowers during
negotiations and incorporated in an agreed supplemental letter, with any
amendments which may be agreed to be suitable in the circumstances. An
example of such a letter is attached as Annex 2.

These Guidelines may be given to consultants retained by our
borrowers or the Bank and IDA for their guidance in preparing specifications
and contract documents or to any other interested parties.

The Guidelines are not intended to be all-inclusive, but they
cover the principal points which have frequently caused difficulties. It
should be noted that these guidelines do not cover local or other
preferences; guidance to staff on problems of this kind will be provided
separately.

The precise terms of contracts between the borrowers and
contractors or suppliers remain to be worked out between them, and none
of the wording in the Guidelines is intended to be incorporated in such
contract documents, except as indicated in paragraph (6).

Additional copies of the Guidelines are obtainable from the
Technical Operations Department.

TOD June 25, 1964



Annex 1

GUIDELINES RELATING TO PROCURMENT
MIDEh BANKN MND X9 DA INEDITS

1. Purposes and Objective

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the
Bank) and the International Development Association (IDA) are required by

their Articles of Agreement to insure that the proceeds of their loans

and credits are used with due attention to considerations of economy and

efficiency. For this reason, and as cooperative international institutions,
the Bank and IDA require their borrowers to obtain goods and services

(other than consultants' services) on an international competitive basis
unless another procedure, more appropriate to the circumstances, has been
agreed between the Bank or IDA and the borrower. The Bank and IDA believe
that it is in the interest both of borrowers and their suppliers that
certain guidelines should be generally followed in the bidding and con-
tracting procedures relating to cases where international competitive
bidding is involved. This statement sets forth those guidelines. It
is intended that this statement will be made applicable, as appropriate,
to procurement under Bank loans and IDA credits.2/

2. International Competition and Advertising

In order to insure widespread international competition, all
appropriate member countries of the Bank and Switzerland should be can-
vassed for bids. To this end, invitations to bid or to prequalify should
be transmitted to local official representatives of these countries and
advertised in at least one newspaper of general circulation in the
borrower's country. For large and important contracts advertisements
should be placed in well known technical magazines and trade publications
of wide circulation.

3. Prequalification of Bidders

When contracts are to be sought for large or complex projects
involving considerable expense for the preparation of bids, it is desirable

to establish a list of prequalified bidders, thus saving the cost of bid

Borrowers are free to use the proceeds of Bank loans and IDA credits
to make purchases in any member country and Switzerland. The arrange-
ments between the Bank or IDA and the borrower regarding the use of
the proceeds of the particular loan or credit, the contracts which are
to be financed, the currency or currencies to be supplied by the Bank

or IDA, and the extent to which procurement documents are subject to

Bank/IDA review or approval will be set forth in each case in the

contractual documents for the loan or credit.
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preparation to those who would fail to qualify in any case. Prequalifi-
cation, if employed as a procedure, should be based entirely upon ability
to perform satisfactorily, taking into account: (i) the experience of
the firm on similar work, (ii) its capabilities with respect to personnel,
equipment and plant, and (iii) its financial position. Advertisement of
the prequalification procedure should be carried out along the lines of
the procedure described in Paragraph 2. Abbreviated specifications
should be made available to contractors desiring to be considered for
qualification.

4. Time Interval between Advertising and Bid Opening

The time allowed for preparation of bids will depend to a large
extent upon the magnitude and complexity of the contract involved and the
remoteness of the project from areas from which bids may be expected.
Where large civil works are involved, generally about 90 days should be
allowed for contractors to conduct investigations at the site. The time
allowed, however, should be governed by the circumstances relating to
each roject.

5. Size of Contracts

In order to foster widespread conpetition individual contracts,
whenever feasible, should be of a size sufficiently large so as not to
discourage potential bidders. On the other hand, if the project can easily
be divided into contracts of a specialized character,9/ it should be so
divided. Except in special cases, turnkey contracts 2 are unacceptable.

6. References to Bank or IDA

If it is necessary and appropriate to refer to the Bank or IDA
in bidding documents the following language is suggested:

"...(name of borrower)... has received (or in appropriate
cases 'has applied for') a loan (credit) from the Inter-
national Bank for Reconstruction and Development (Inter-
national Development Association) in various currencies

1/ Such as a power, water supply or large industrial project where it is
feasible to invite bids separately for civil works and equipment or
different types of equipment.

2/ Turnkey contract is a term used to describe a contract where the engi-
neering, the equipment and the construction are all provided as a
package by one party.
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equivalent to $ .... towards the cost of (name of
project), and it is intended that proceeds of this loan
(credit) will be applied to payments under the contract
(contracts) for which this invitation to bid is issued.
Payments by the International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (International Development Association)
will be made only upon approval by the International Bank
for Reconstruction and Development (International Develop-
ment Association) of an application presented by (name of
borrower) in accordance with the terms and conditions of
the Loan (Credit) Agreement and will be subject in all
respects to the terms and conditions of that Agreement."

7. Currency Clauses

(a) Currency Used for Payments. The Bank and IDA require that
their borrowers make reaso e efforts to assure that payment for goods
and services procured under Bank loans and IDA credits be made in the
currency of the country of origin.

(b) Indication of Currencies. Whenever expenditures in both
local currency and foreign currency are involved, the tender documents
should require that the amounts of these expenditures be shown separately.

(c) Currency Equivalents for Bid Camparison. Under contracts
requiring expenditures in more than one currency or 73 cases where it is
expected that bidders from several countries will submit bids expressed,
in part or in whole, in their national currencies it will be necessary
that, for the purpose of comparison of bids, all currencies be converted
into one specified currency at a specified rate (or rates) of exchange.
Such rates should be fixed as of a reasonable date (say 30 days) prior
to the date fixed for the opening of the bids and the borrower should
make arrangements whereby all prospective bidders may receive notification
of such rates a reasonable time before (say 15 days) the date fixed for
the opening of the bids.

(d) Exchange Risks. It is desirable that where a payment to
be made to a contractor or supplier is based upon a conversion of local
currency into foreign currency, the exchange risk should not be borne by
the contractor or supplier. The manner in which this can best be effected
will depend on the precise payment provisions of the contract and this
statement of guidelines does not attempt to deal with the different ways
in which this can be handled.

8. Clarity of Specifications

Every effort should be made by the borrower to ensure that
specifications and conditions of contract are clearly drawn to include
all necessary details and conditions and that plans are consistent
therewith. They should be so worded as to permit and encourage free and
full international competition.
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9. Standards

If national standards to which equipment or materials must comply
are cited, the specifications should state that goods meeting other authori-
tative standards, which insure an equal or higher quality than the standards
mentioned, will also be accepted.

10. Use of Brand Name and Phrase "or equal"

Descriptions contained in specifications should not prescribe
brand names, catalogue numbers, or types of equipment of a specific manu--
facturer unless it has been determined that this is necessary to insure
inclusion of certain essential features. In such a case the reference
should be followed by the words "or equal." The specifications should,
as a rule, permit offers of alternative equipment, articles or materials
which have similar characteristics and provide equal performance and
quality to those specified,

11. Language Interpretation

In cases where tender invitations, specifications and contracts
are prepared in more than one language, it is desirable to indicate the
ruling language.

12. Settlement of Disputes

It is desirable that provisions dealing with the settlement of
disputes be included in contract documents, but the Bank or IDA should
not be named arbitrator nor asked to name an arbitrator.

13. Advance Payments

The percentage of the total payment to be made in advance upon
signature of the contract for mobilization expenses should be reasonable.
Other advances to be made, as for example for materials delivered to the
site for incorporation in the works, should also be clearly described in
the contract documents.

14. Escalation Clauses

In appropriate cases, provision may be made for adjustment
(upwards or downwards) in the contract price in the event that changes
occur, over which the contractor has no control, in the prices of the
Amajor cost constituents of the contract, such as labor and important
materials.

15. Insurance

The specifications rhould state precisely the types of insurance,
if any, to be provided by the successful bidder.



16. Retention ny

The percentage of the total payment to be held as retention
money and the conditions for its ultimate payment should be stipulated
in contract documents.

17. Penalty Clauses

Provisions for penalty, sometimes called liquidated damage
clauses, should be contained in contracts when delays in completion will
result in extra cost or inconvenience to the borrower.

18. Bid Bonds

If used, bid bonds or other bidding guarantees should not be
set so high as to discourage able bidders. Bid bonds or guarantees
should be released to unsuccessful bidders as soon as possible after the
bids have been opened.

19. Performance Bonds

Specifications for civil works should require performance bonds
or other surety adequate to guarantee that the work will be carried on to
completion. The amount required varies with the type of work, but it should
be sufficient to protect the borrower in case of default by the contractor
in performance. The life of the bonds or surety should extend sufficiently
beyond completion of the contract to cover a reasonable warranty period.
If desired, nominal performance bonds or sureties may be required in con-
nection with contracts for the supply of equipment.

20. Bid Opening Procedures

The date, hour and place of bid opening shall be announced in
the invitations and all bids shall be opened publicly at the stipulated
time. Bids received after this time shall be returned unopened. The
amounts of each bid shall be read aloud and recorded.

21. Clarifications or Alterations of Bids

No bidder shall be permitted to alter his bid after the bids
have been opened, but clarifications not changing the substance of the
bid may be accepted. The borrower may ask any bidder for a clarification
of his bid but shall not ask any bidder to change the substance of his
bid.

22. Examination of Bids

Following the opening, it shall be ascertained whether material
errors in computation have been made in the bids, whether the bids are
fully responsive to the terms of the specifications, whether the required
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guarantees and sureties have been provided, whether docaments have been
properly signed and whether the bids are otherwise generally in order.
If a bid does not substantially conform to the specifications or is .not
otherwise substantially responsive to the invitation, it shall be rejected.
A technical analysis shall then be made to evaluate each responsive bid
and to enable bids to be compared.

23. Evaluation of Bids

In analyzing bids factors other than price, anch as the efficiency
and reliability of the equipment offered by varions bidders, the time of
delivery, the time of completion of construction and the availability of
service and spare parts, should also be taken into consideration (being
expressed in monetary terms wherever possible) for the purpose of deter-
mining the lowest evaluated bid.

24. Postqualification of Bidders

In the absence of prequalification, the borrower shall deternine
whether the bidder whose bid has been evaluated the lowest has the capa-
bility and financial responsibility effectively to carry out the contract
concerned. If the bidder does not meet that test, his bid shall be
rejected.

25. Award of Contract

The award of a contract should be made to the bidder whose bid
has been determined to be the lowest evaluated bid and who meets the
appropriate standards of capability and financial responsibility. Such
bidder shall not be required, as a condition of award, to undertake res-
ponsibilities or work not stipulated in the specifications.

June 5, 1964
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EbaMle of Supplementary Letter on Procurement 
Procedures

International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Loan No. (_Project)
p" parem rocedures

Gentlement

(Mote that this will be an "ad hoc" letter for each loan.

The following are illustrative of what might be inclWded.]

We refer to Section of the loan Agreement (_________

Project) of even date (between the Bank and __ --_---__ /between usj

and confirm that international competitive bidding will be employed for

procurement of goods to be financed out of the proceeds of the Loan and

the procedures will be as followt

1. o all civil works contracts in 8cess of $_and for

all equipment contracts in excess of $_ _ before the award of aqy such

contract is made we will submit to the Bank a summary of the (several lowerJ

bids and state to whom it is proposed to award the contract. If it is proposed

to award the contract to other than the bidder offering the lowest price, the

reasons for such proposal will be stated. The Bank will be given a reasonable

opportunity to review the proposed award and no award will be Made before it is

approved by the Bank.

29 On all civil works contracts of less than $_and on all

equipment contracts of less than $iwe will (the procedre desired

to be set forth according to circumstances).

3. As soon as a contract to be financed et of the proceeds of the

loan has been signed, we will send a copy thereof to the Bank (this is for

Treasurer's Department).
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4. We will abide by the procedures set forth in the attached

"Guidelines Relating to Procurement Under Bank Loans and IDA Credits" dated

June 5, 1964. (Except para. if applicable)

5. For contracts mentioned in paragraph 1. we will send to the Banks

(a) a list of the countries which will be (have been) notified

of our intention to invite bids for the Project*

(b) (A copy of the advertisements that will be (have been)

published] (the name of the local newspaper and other news

media in which advertisements will be (have been) placed

concerning the invitations to bid for this Projoctd

((c) A copy of the specifications/tender documents to be sent to

interested firms with an indication of the amount of performance

bond or other surety to be furnished by the successful bidderd

(d) If prequalification of bidders is used,

(i) the firms that expressed an interest in pre-

qualifying as bidders for the Project

(ii) the firms (invited] (to be invited] to prequalify, and

(iii) the firms that (were] (are proposed to be] qualified

and the reasons for the rejections of the firms not qualified.

Please indicate your agreement with the foregoing by signing the form

of confirmation on the enclosed copy of this letter and returning it to us.

Very truly yours,

name of Borrower]

COFIRAMtD: Authorised Representative

INTERNATIONAL BOK PM RECONSTRUCTIOh
AND DEVMLOPMWT

By

June 25, 1964



INTERNATIONAL BAiiK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELUJCMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

CONFIDENTIAL
SSM/M/64-19
May 22, 1964

SENIOR STAFF MEETING
DECLASSIF11,.

Room 946, May 20, 1964, 9:30 a.m. Date: III II X ) R

Present: Messrs. Woods (Chairman), Knapp, Wilson, Aldewereld, Broches,
Cavanaugh, Demuth, Graves, Howell, Johnson, Mendels, Moussa, Reid,
Schmidt, Avramovic, Lejeune, Fontein, Wishart, Davies (Secretary)

In attendance: Messrs. Nurick, Spottswood

GUIDELINES RELATING TO PROCUREKENT UNDER BANK LOANS AND IDA CREDITS

1. The meeting considered the draft memorandum dated May 7 on the above
subject (SSM/A/64-25). In addition to a number of drafting suggestions,
the following points were made:

(a) A need for guidance on procedures for obtaining international
competitive bids and for their evaluation had arisen because of
abuses which had been brought to the Bank's notice, and also because
many underdeveloped countries were unfamiliar with the subject.

(b) Some countries where industries were developing were interested
in bidding for the supply of pieces of equipment needed for Bank-
financed projects, but their representation in borrowing countries
was often so rudimentary that invitations issued as prescribed in
paragraph 2 failed to reach them. It was noted that Executive
Directors could, and did, help to correct this situation, and that
the issue of the memorandum under discussion might in itself help to
draw attention to the problem.

(c) The nature of the "contracts of a specialized character" and
"turnkey contracts" referred to in paragraph 5 should be elucidated
in footnotes.

(d) The question whether it continued to be necessary to require
/paragraph 7 (a)7 that payment under Bank loans and IDA credits be
made in the currency of the country of origin of the goods should be
reviewed in connection with the revision of Loan Regulations.

Distribution:
President
Vice Presidents (Bank and IFC)
Special Advisers
Department Heads
Assistant Department Heads
Mr. de Wilde
Personal Assistant to the President

Secretary's Office
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(e) It was said that in India it was not customary to keep the cost
estimates of the borrower and his consultants secret until the bids
had been publicly opened, as in this way it was thought that better
bids could be obtained. It was agreed that paragraph 8 should be
reconsidered in the light of a review of Indian practice in this
respect.

(f) The Bank's disapproval (expressed in paragraph 22) of pressures
to change bids after the bids had been opened extended to pressure by
the borrower on the lowest bidder to make him reduce his bid to a
still lower figure; such pressure undermined the whole idea of
competitive bidding.

(g) With reference to paragraph 24, the question was raised whether
the memorandum should state how tariffs protecting domestic producers,
and preferential agreements and tariffs discriminating among different
foreign sources of supply should be treated in the evaluation of bids.
In reply, it was stated that the memorandum was primarily directed
against doubtful or dishonest practices which had been the subject of
complaints to the Bank by suppliers. Tariffs and preferences had not
prompted such complaints, and presented a different type of issue, on
which the Bank's position could not be easily formulated for the
purposes of the memorandum, and which it was best to treat on an
ad hoc basis. It was noted that a paper was in course of preparation
on the subject of the protection of domestic suppliers.

2. It was agreed that the memorandum, revised in the light of the dis-
cussion, should be circulated to the Executive Directors and ultimately
made part of the Operational Manual.

STAFF CHANGES

3. The Chairman announced that:

(a) Mr. Schmidt would become Special Adviser to the President, with
special reference to the Bank's collaboration with the Inter-American
Committee for the Alliance for Progress and other agencies dealing
with Latin America.

(b) Mr. Alter would succeed Mr. Schmidt as Director, Department of
Operations, Western Hemisphere.

(c) Mr. Beevor wished to retire from his position as Vice President
of IFC at the end of the year. He planned to return to the U.K., but
would continue to represent IFC on the boards of several development
finance corporations, including those in Nigeria, Morocco and Turkey.
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MARKETING

4. The Chairman said that the Bank had deliberately decided not to offer
any bonds on the U.S. market in 1964. Equally deliberately, it planned to
offer $300 million or more in 1965. The possibilities of European markets
were also being studied.

5. Mr. Johnson reported that a series of nine lunches - three in New York,
and others in Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago, San Francisco and
Los Angeles - for members of the financial community, sponsored by the
Bank's underwriters (Morgan, Stanley and First Boston), had been success-
fully completed. 466 guests, representing 305 institutions (banks, invest-
ment and insurance companies, universities and foundations) had attended.
The lunches had served to inform the guests of Bank policies and to
introduce Mr. Wilson, Mr. van Zelm and himself to them.

6. Mr. Johnson asked those concerned with loan operations to bear in mind
that the New York Office needed particulars (including maturities) of a
proposed loan not less than two weeks before it was presented to the Board
if participations were to be obtained in time.

PAPERS ON MAJOR POLICY MATTERS

7. The Chairman said that papers were being prepared for consideration
by the Executive Directors in the latter half of June, with a view to their
recommending that appropriate action be taken by the Boards of Governors at
the September meeting, on the following subjects:

(a) A grant from Bank earnings to IDA. He hoped that the Governors
would agree to empower the Executive Directors to decide on such
grants in subsequent years.

(b) The Settlement of Investment Disputes.

(c) Provision of additional funds for IFC. The Executive Directors
had indicated in the 1963 financial policy discussions that they
would prefer the loans to industry without governmental guarantees
which he had proposed to be made by IFC rather than the Bank, as they
thought it inadvisable to seek the requisite change in the Bank's
Articles of Agreement. Informal soundings of their views on how the
Bank might make funds available to IFC for this purpose had revealed
a consensus in favor of amending the Bank's Articles to permit lending
to IFC without governmental guarantees, and amending IFC's Articles
to permit borrowing from the Bank.

ADJOURNMENT

8. The meeting adjourned at 11:10 a.m.

C. H. Davies
Secretary
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TO: Messrs. Woods, Knapp and Wilson DATE: April 28, 1964

FROK: H. B. Ripman

SUBJECT: Guide Lines Relating to Procurement by our Borrowers

Attached is a draft of a paper setting forth certain guide lines or
"ground rules" to guide our Borrowers and their consultants in bidding and
contracting procedures relating to international competition.

As you know, we require this type of procedure to be used for pro-
curement under many of our loans and credits. There are, of course, certain
types of project for which it is not appropriate, such as some industrial
projects and some projects in the more developed member countries, such as
Italy, where our lending is mostly for local procurement. The draft paper
is not intended to be used in connection with such cases.

The Bank's requirement for international competitive bidding has been
interpreted and implemented in quite a wide variety of ways by our Borrowers.
This paper is designed to explain the Bank's views on how international
competitive bidding should be conducted.

It is intended that this document will be discussed with our Borrowers
during negotiations and, if agreement is reached on all the items mentioned,
to incorporate it in a supplemental letter. If any of our Borrowers cannot
agree to all of the points listed, perhaps for some legal reason, the
supplemental letter could amend the document accordingly. It is also
intended that the document would be given to consultants retained by our
Borrowers or the Bank for their guidance in preparing specifications and
contract documents or to any other interested parties.

The document is not intended to be all-inclusive, but it covers the
points which we have found frequently cause difficulties. The wording,
except for that referred to in paragraph 7, is not intended to be incorporated
in specifications or contract documents. These guide lines are not intended
to indicate any change in our practice of reviewing bidding and contracting
documents.

The paper has been drafted in cooperation with the Legal Department.
Previous drafts have been circulated to other Departments in the Bank and
their comments are, as far as practical, incorporated in this draft.

If you approve, the paper will be published in final form and distri-
buted as indicated above. Copies would be sent to the Executive Directors
for information.

Some consideration was given to publishing this document as an
operational memorandum, but it was thought advisable that we obtain some
experience in the use of these guide lines before doing so. In this way any
changes which may be considered necessary or appropriate can be incorporated
into the document before it is so published.



DRAFT
Ey,7, 1964

GUIDELINES RELATING TO PROCUREMENT
UNDER BANK LOANS AND IDA CREDITS

1. Purposes and Objective

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the

Bank) and the International Development Association (IDA) are required

by their Articles of Agreement to insure that the proceeds of their

loans and credits are used with due attention to considerations of

economy and efficiency. For this reason, and as cooperative inter-

national institutions, the Bank and IDA require their borrowers to

obtain goods and services (other than consultants' services) on an

international competitive basis in member countries unless another pro-

cedure, which is more appropriate to the circumstances, has been agreed

between the Bank and the Borrower. The Bank and IDA believe that in the

interest of fairness both to their borrowers and to suppliers certain

guidelines should be generally followed in the bidding and contracting

procedures relating to cases where international competitive bidding is

involved. This statement sets forth those guidelines. It is intended

that this statement will be made applicable, as appropriate, to procure-
*

ment under Bank loans and IDA credits.

* Borrowers are free to use the proceeds of Bank loans and IDA credits
to make purchases in any member country and Switzerland. The arrange-
ments between the Bank or IDA and the Borrower regarding the use of
the proceeds of the particular loan or credit, the contracts which are
to be financed, the currency or currencies to be supplied by the Bank
or IDA, and the extent to which procurement documents are subject to
Bank/IDA review or approval will be set forth in each case in the
contractual documents for the loan or credit.
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2. International Competition and Advertising

In order to insure widespread international competition, all

appropriate member countries of the Bank and Switzerland shall be can-

vassed for bids. To this end, invitations to bid or to prequalify shall

be transmitted to local official representatives of such countries as

may be appropriate and advertised in at least one newspaper of general

circulation in the Borrower's country. For large and important contracts

advertisements shall be placed in well known technical magazines and

trade publications of wide circulation.

3. Prequalification of Bidders

When contracts are to be sought for large or complex projects

involving considerable expense for the preparation of bids, it is

desirable to establish a list of prequalified bidders, thus saving

the cost of bid preparation to those who would fail to qualify in any

case. Prequalification, if employed as a procedure, should be based

entirely upon ability to perform satisfactorily, taking into account:

(i) the experience of the firm on similar work, (ii) its capabilities

with respect to personnel, equipment and plant, and (iii) its financial

position. Advertisement of the prequalification procedure shall be

carried out along the lines of the procedure described in Paragraph 2

above. Abbreviated specifications should be made available to con-

tractors desiring to be considered for qualification.
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4. Time Interval between Advertising and Bid Opening

The time allowed for preparation of bids will depend to a

large extent upon the magnitude and complexity of the contract involved

and the remoteness of the Project from areas from which bids may be

expected. Where large civil works are involved, about 90 days generally

should be allowed for contractors to conduct necessary investigations

at the site. The time allowed, however, should be governed by the

circumstances relating to each Project.

. Size of Contracts

In order to foster widespread competition and hence obtain

lower prices, whenever feasible individual contracts should be of a

size sufficiently large so as not to discourage potential bidders.

On the other hand, if the Project is of such a nature that it can

easily be divided into contracts of a specialized character, it should

be so divided. Except in special cases, turnkey contracts are un-

acceptable.

6. References to Bank or IDA

If it is necessary to refer to the Bank or IDA in bidding

documents the following language is suggested:

"... (name of Borrower)... has received (expects to receive)

a loan (credit) from the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development (International Development Association) in

various currencies equivalent to $ .... towards the cost of



(name of Project), and it is intended that proceeds of this

loan (credit) will be applied to payments under the contract

(contracts) for which this invitation to bid is issued. Pay-

ments by the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development (International Development Association) will be

made only upon approval by the International Bank for Re-

construction and Development (International Development

Association) of an application presented by (name of Borrower)

in accordance with the terms and conditions of the Loan

(Credit) Agreement and will be subject in all respects to the

terms and conditions of that Agreement."

7 . Currency Clauses

(a) Currency Used for Payments. The Bank and IDA generally

require that payment for goods and services procured under Bank loans

and IDA credits shall be made in the currency of the country of origin.

(b) Breakdown of Currencies. Whenever expenditures in both

local currency and foreign currency are involved, the tender documents

shall require that the amounts of these expenditures be shown

separately.

(c) Currency Equivalents for Bid Comparison. Under contracts

requiring expenditures in more than one currency or in cases where it

is expected that bidders from several countries will submit bids ex-

pressed, in part or in whole, in their national currencies it will be

necessary that, for the purpose of comparison of bids, all currencies



be converted into one specified currency at a specified rate (or rates)

of exchange. Such rates shall be fixed as of a reasonable date (say

30 days) prior to the date fixed for the opening of the bids and the

Borrower shall make arrangements whereby all prospective bidders may

receive notification of such rates a reasonable time before (say 15

days) the date fixed for the opening of the bids.

(d) Exchange Risks. It is desirable that where a payment to

be made to a contractor or supplier is based upon a conversion of local

currency into foreign currency, the exchange risk should not be borne

by the contractor or supplier. The manner in which this can best be

effected will depend on the precise payment provisions of the contract

and this statement of guidelines does not attempt to deal with the

different ways in which this can be handled.

8. Cost Estimates

The cost estimates of the Borrower and its consultants shall

be kept secret until after the public opening of the bids.

9 Clarity o1 Specifications

Every effort shall be made by the Borrower to ensure that

specifications and conditions of contract are clearly drawn to include

all necessary details and conditions and that plans are consistent

thereiith. They shall be so worded as to permit and encourage free

and full international competition.

1Q. Standards

If national standards to which equipment or materials must

comply are cited, the specifications should state that goods meeting
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other authoritative standards, which insure an equal or higher quality

than the standards mentioned, will also be accepted. The specifica-

tions should, as a rule, permit offers of alternative equipment,

articles or materials which have similar characteristics and provide

equal performsnce and quality to those specified.

11. Use of Brand Name and Phrase "or equal"

Descriptions contained in specifications should not prescribe

brand names, catalogue numbers, or types of equipment of a specific

manufacturer unless it has been determined that this is necessary to

insure inclusion of certain essential features. In such a case the

reference should be followed by the words "or equal".

12. Language Interpretation

In cases where tender invitations, specifications and contracts

are prepared in more than one language, it is desirable to indicate the

ruling language.

13. Settlement of Disputes

It is desirable that provisions dealing with the settlement of

disputes be included in contract documents, but the Bank or IDA should

not be named arrbitretor nor asked to name an arbitrator.

14. Advance Payments

The percentage of the total payment to be made in advance upon

signature of the contract for mobilization expenses should be reason-

able. Other advances to be made, as for example for materials delivered

to the site for incorporation in the works, should also be clearly

described in the contract documents.
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15. Escalation Clauses

As a general rule, provision should be made for adjustment

to the contract price in the event that changes occur, over which the

contractor has no control, in the prices of the major cost constituents

of the contract, such as labor and important materials. Unlimited esca-

lation is, however, not acceptable (i.e. escalation which could increase

the total amount paid under the contract without any limit).

16. Insurance

The specifications should state precisely the types of

insurance to be provided by the successful bidder.

17. Retention Money

The percentage of the total payment to be held as retention

money and the conditions for its ultimate payment should be stipulated

in contract documents.

18. Penalty Clauses

Provisions for penalty, sometimes called liquidated damage

clauses, should be contained in contracts when delays in completion

will result in extra cost or inconvenience to the Borrower.

19. Bid Bonds

If used, bid bonds or other bidding guarantees should not be

set so high as to discourage able bidders. Bid bonds or guarantees

should be released to unsuccessful bidders as soon as possible after

the bids have been opened.
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20 . Performance Bonds

Specifications for civil works should require performance bonds

or other surety adequate to guarantee that the work will be carried on

to completion. The reasonableness of the amount required varies with

the type of work, but should be sufficient to protect the Borrower in

case of default by the contractor in performance. It should be

ascertained that the life of the bonds or surety will extend sufficient-

ly beyond completion of the contract to cover a reasonable warranty

period. If desired, nominal performance bonds or sureties may be

required in connection with contracts for the supply of equipment.

21 . Bid Opening Procedures

The date, hour and place of bid opening shall be announced in

the invitations and all bids shall be opened publicly at the stipulated

time. Bids received after this time shall be returned unopened. The

amounts o2 each bid shall be read aloud and recorded.

22 . Alterations of Bid

No bidder shall be permitted to alter his bid after the bids

have been opened, but clarifications not changing the substance of the

bid may be accepted. The Borrower may ask bidders for clarification of

their bids. However, no negotiation shall be entered into with the

apparent low bidder or other bidders in an attempt to change the rela-

tive positions of bidders prior to the determination of the lowest

evaluated bid.

23 . Examination of Bids

Following the opening, it shall be ascertained whether material



errors in computation have been made in the bids, whether the bids are

fully responsive to the terms of the specifications, whether the re-

quired guarantees and sureties have been provided, whether documents

have been properly signed and whether the bids are otherwise generally

in order. If a bid does not conform in all material respects to the

specifications or is not otherwise substantially responsive to the

invitation, it shall be rejected. A technical analysis shall then be

made to evaluate each responsive bid and effect comparisons from the

standpoint of cost.

24. Evaluation of Bids

In analyzing bids factors other than price, such as the

efficiency of the equipment offered by various bidders, the time and

cost of delivery, the time of completion of construction and the

availability of service and spare parts, shall also be taken into

consideration for the purpose of determining the lowest evaluated bid.

25. Postqualification of Bidders

In the absence of prequalification, an investigation shall be

made to determine whether the bidder whose bid has been evaluated the

lowest has the capability and financial responsibility effectively to

carry out the contract concerned. If he does not, his bid shall be

rejected.

26. Award of Contract

As a rule, the award of a contract should be made to the bidder

whose bid has been evaluated as the lowest of those meeting all terms
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and conditions of the specifications and who meets the appropriate

standards of capability and financial responsibility. Such bidder shall

not be required, as a condition of award, to undertake responsibilities

or work not stipulated in the specifications.

ADSpottswood/LNurick/CFligler: mc
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CONFIDENTIAL

February 13, 1956

USE OF BANK FUNDS IN FINANCING DECLASSIFIED
PURCHASES IN NON-MEMBER COUNTRIES

Date: 1,102uo 5 <D

1. Prospective borrowers under loans presently being considered
propose to invite suppliers and contractors in Argentina, Czecho-
slavakia, New Zealand and Switzerland, non-member countries, to
submit tenders unless use of loaned funds is restricted to purchases
in member countries. Some of these prospective borrowers have in-
quired about the Bank's policy in respect of financing purchases in
non-member countries.

2. The Bank's standard loan documents do not restrict use of
Bank funds to purchases in member countries. Substantial purchases
from non-member countries (e.g. Argentina, Portuguese East Africa)
were financed under the Bank's early reconstruction loans, but a.
cept for purchases from Switzerland (which has a special relationship
with the Bank and will be discussed separately below), subsequent
transactions for the most part have been relatively small in amount *
and have involved countries which were in the process of becoming or
have since become members of the Bank.

3. Since the policy question is squarely raised and appears likely
to recur frequently, the President is of the opinion that it should now
be decided,

h. In the early days of the Bank when a seller's market prevailed
and goods were in short supply, the opportunity of furnishing supplies
required under Bank loans was of relatively minor value. Now the situ-
ation is quite different. Buyers are more deliberate in their purchas-
ing. There is active competition among supplying countries. The
interest shown by members in the policy of international competition
is evidence that the opportunity of supplying Bankfinanced goods and
services has real value in present circumstances.

5. Membership in the Bank carries with it certain obligations.
Members bear the ultimate financial risk of Bank operations. They
accord the Bank substantial rights in the form of privileges and
immunities. They subscribe to all the Bank's capital stock. As a
cooperative institution it is entirely appropriate that the Bank should
allow members to enjoy the advantages, as they bear the burdens, that
accrue from Bank operations. These considerations should lead the Bank
in present circumstances to give members a preferential right to supply
Bank-financed goods and services.

* Rather substantial purchases were made in Germany before her
admission to membership.

Sec. 10-137
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6. There are, moreover, special reasons for not permitting
proceeds of Bank loans to be spent in certain countries, namely,
the members of the Soviet bloc. Most of these countries have
consistently displayed a hostile attitude toward the Bank and its
operations. The President believes that use of Bank funds in
financing goods and services supplied from these countries would
adversely affect the markets for Bank bonds and the prospects for
broadening those markets by legislation and administrative ruling,
in the United States, Canada and perhaps other countries.

7. The case of Switzerland requires special discussion. The
Swiss market has been a substantial source of funds in the past and
promises to be one of the Bank's major markets in the future. On
June 29, 1951, Switzerland entered into a formal agreement with the
Bank (R-476) under which Switzerland agreed to extend to the Bank's
bonds very substantial tax concessions and immunities and in other
respects to accord to the Bank privileges and immunities comparable
to those granted by members under the Articles of Agreement. The
agreement does not contain any provision tying funds raised in
Switzerland to Swiss purchases or requiring the Bank to allow its
loan proceeds to be spent in Switzerland. However, in the course
of negotiations the Bank assured the Swiss authorities that if
Switzerland opened her markets to the Bank and in other respects
gave the Bank substantially the same status that it enjoys in member
countries, the Bank would consider itself bound not to discriminate
against Switzerland in regard to use of funds for financing Swiss
goods and services.

8. Because of the foregoing considerations, the Bank should
continue to allow its loan proceeds to be spent for Swiss goods and
services. At the present time Switzerland's relationship to the Bank
is unique and there is no prospect that the Bank will establish a
similar relationship with any other non-member.

9. For the foregoing reasons, the President proposes that the
Bank be guided by a general policy under which

(a) use of proceeds of future Bank loans would be
restricted to financing expenditures in the
territories of members for goods produced in
and services supplied from those territories;

(b) an exception would be made for goods produced
in and services supplied from Switzerland in
view of the special relationship established by
the existing agreement between Switzerland and
the Bank.

Soc. 10-137
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10. Adoption of the proposed policy would not mean any relaxation
of the practice which the Bank has always followed of refusing to
finance any goods and services unless the Bank is satisfied that they
are suitable for the project and that the price and terms of purchase
are reasonable.

11. The suggested course of action, while not required by the
Articles of Agreement, is consistent with those Articles. There
are two provisions in the Articles which might be considered rele-
vant. One is Article III, Section 1(a), to the effect that "The
resources and facilities of the Bank shall be used exclusively for
the benefit of members with equitable consideration to projects for
development and projects for reconstruction alike." [Underlining
supplied.] Tlhile the underlined words, considered alone, might be
interpreted as having a bearing upon the present issue, read as a
whole the provision relates to the purposes for which financing is
granted and not to incidental effects such as the expenditure of
loan proceeds. The provision has not in the past been interpreted
as forbidding the use of Bank funds for purchases in non-member coun-
tries and in the opinion of the General Counsel should not be so
interpreted. The other provision in the Articles which might be
considered relevant is Article III, Section 5(a), to the effect that
"The Bank shall impose no conditions that the proceeds of a loan shall
be spent in the territories of any particular member or members." This
provision forbids discrimination among members in the use of loan pro-
ceeds; it does not, however, prohibit the Bank from distinguishing
between members and non-members or from singling out a particular non-
member for special treatment where that is considered to be in the
interest of the members as a whole.

12. In order to give effect to the proposed policy, the President
recommends that Loan Regulations No. 3, dated February 15, 1955, and
Loan Regulations No. 4, dated February 15, 1955, be amended as set forth
in Annex A hereto,

Attachment

Sec. 10-137



ANNEX A January 26, 1956

Proposed Amendment to Loan Regulations No. 3
dated February 15, 1955

Amend the last sentence of Section 4.01 to read as follows:

"Except as shall be otherwise agreed between the Bank
and the Borrower, no withdrawals shall be made on
account of (a) expenditure6 pr16r to the Effective
Date or (b) expenditures in the currency of the Bor-
rower or for goods produced in (including services

supplied from) the territories of the Borrower or
(c) expenditures in the territories of any country
which is not a member of the Bank or for goods pro-
duced in (including services supplied from) such
territories*.

Footnote to Section 4.01
* For the purposes of sub-paragraph (c) Switzerland,

with which the Bank has by agreement established a

special relationship, shall be treated as a member
of the Bank.??

Proposed Amendment to Loan ReguLations No. 4
dated February 15t-1255

Amend the last sentence of Section 4.01 to read as follows:

"Except as shall be otherwise agreed between the Bank
and the Borrower, no withdrawals shall be made on
account of (a) expenditures prior to the Effective
Date or (b) expenditures in the currency of the Guar-
antor or for goods produced in (including services
supolied from) the territories of the Guarantor or
(c) expenditures in the territories of any country
which is not a member of the Bank or for goods pro-
duced in (including services supplied from) such
territories*.

Footnote to Section 4.01
* For the purposes of sub-paragraph (c) Switzerland,

with which the Bank has by agreement established a

special relationship, shall be treated as a member
of the Bank."

Sec. 10-137
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c Ifr. )ilton C. cross Jauwy 26, 1955
0
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ank's policy on loans for aviation projects

1. At a regular meating of Departmnt .eado on Otober 24, 1954,
A discussion took place on the subject of loans for financing the
purchase of airplanes. As a result of the discussion it was decided
that an wmmintion should be made of this subjeot, with a view to
determining whether any general principles could be deduced which would
be helpful In determining the Bank's attitude toward each projeets.
Following the meeting, y instructed me to ascertain the vlows of the
tbree Area Departments on this =attert and to considear whether or not
it would be profitable to puron te matter further by assigning it to
a working party for a more thorough study.

2. T have dismased this question with Mess. Kmpp, Gregh and
Cope, and with a number of o@er members of e Area Departments and of
te T.O.D. It appears tat proposals for te purcase of airplanea,
for both external and internal airlinas, are being advanced from tim
to time by various member eountries, including same which now have no
nationally-evned airlinms and which seen to think that they should have
such airlines as a matter of prestige, if for no oter reasons. It
vould obiously be aowneent if soim general principles cold be
stated conmrning the Bankls attitude toward mu h projects (similar,
perhaps, to the principle that =uidipal waterworks and sewerage proj-
ects are not ordinarily considered sudtable for Bank financing), which
would save time and trouble in the )andling of unsuitable airplane
projects. I believe tat so uch idea was in the mina of those who
suggested a study of the subjeat.

3. After rather careful consideration, I have eam to the ecn-
elusion that it Is not practicable to set forth ax general principles
on this matter, and nearly everyone with whom I have discussed the
problem has conearred in that eonolusion.

4, It is true that projects for the purchase of airplanes are
not likely to have a high priority in most eountries, but that does
not seem to be a sufficiently good reason for arbitrarily raling out
all such projects, regardless of the special conditions on which they
ray be based. For example, a project to purehase planes for an internal
airline in a sm11 country already well provided with road and ftilroad
transportation would perhaps reoeive short shrift from the Bank, while
a similar project for a large, thinly-populated area like Brasil or
Zast Alfrica, where other means of transportation are inadequate and
slow and where air transport is an Important aid to the government and
development of the area, eculd conoeivably stand quite high on the
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development program. Similarly, a case varranting Bank consideration rdgh"
be made for financing an external airlitne for an jmporta isolated emuft7r
whieh its inadeqmtely served bY ailsting lines or which fears to be too
largely dependent for its external air tranaport an foreign airlines Whiah
xight be withdramn In an emergency.

5. In iW opinion, each project for finaning airplangg should be
considered strictly on its own erits, As a geneal rult hmwver, the
Bank would be entirely justified in regarding eaah projeet of this kind
with eaution, and in requiring the ponscw at the outest to furnish *on.
vineing informtion on the need for the projent amd its fInancial v&lidity,
bforn the nal iwestigations of other features of the projeot are under
taken. The charnes are that very fv such projects mm withstand etrful
sarutiny, but where a good project does com along It should not be refeW
out of hard solely because it is an airplane project.

6. 1 do not beliem that it vould be verth while to assiga this
subjeot to a working party for fwrthor study
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METHODS OF PROCEMENT
UMDR IBRD LOANS

The Articles of Agreement of the Bank provide (Article III,
Section 5(a)) that "The Bank shall impose no conditions that the proceeds
of a loan shall be spent in the territories of any particular member or
members"; and (Article III, Section 5(b)) that "The Bank shall make ar-
rangements to ensure that the proceeds of any loan are used only for the
purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention to considera-
tions of economy and efficiency ... ". Thus the Bank cannot make tied loans.
The borrower is free to use the proceeds of the loan in making purchases
in any member country if the standard of economy and efficiency is respected.

It seems within the spirit of these provisions that the Bank should
allow its borrowers to exercise their own business judgment in making pur-
chases. Considerations of various kinds may reasonably influence borrowers
to purchase in one market rather than another; for example, familiarity
with certain types of equiprent, the desire to standardize equipment in
order to avoid complications in maintenance and spare parts control and
the availability of dealers' maintenance and service facilities for speci-
fic types of equipment. It is inappropriate for the Bank to attempt to impose
its own judgment on its borrower in such matters unless the borrower's
preference appears likely to result in an uneconomic use of the Bank's
resources.

Subject to the foregoing, the Bank wishes all of its member governments
to have a fair opportunity to supply goods required under Bank loans. Such
an objective is appropriate to the Bank's character as a cooperative inter-
national institution among whose principal purposes is the promotion of
"The long-range balanced growth of international trade" (Article I (iii).
Therefore, the Bank favors procurement on a competitive international basis,
where this is appropriate.

In particular loans, these two desires of the Bank, to defer to the
borrower's reasonable business judgment and to favor international competition
in procurement, may come into conflict. The Bank has not attempted to resolve
these conflicts by any absolute rule. Instead, it has followed the practice
of encouraging its borrowers to invite bids on an international basis, or at
least to test the availability of supplies in the leading markets, but has not
insisted on that course where the borrower has satisfied the Bank that it has
substantial reasons for using another purchasing method and that its preferred
method will procure suitable goods at fair prices and on reasonable terms.

Many of the Bank's borrowers are familiar with competitive bidding and
employ the technique on their own initiative because of domestic legal re-
quirements or as a matter of sound business practice. In some cases,
particularly where experience in procurement is lacking, the Bank has advised,
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or even required, the borrower to employ international bidding and to
retain a qualified consultant to assist in determining the qualifications
of bidders, in preparing specifications and in analyzing the relative
merits of bids.

It follows from what has been said that the Bank never proposes that
a borrower should place a contract with a designated supplier, or that
competition should be restricted to a designated group of suppliers. The
Bank does not furnish lists of suppliers to its borrowers. The borrower
must decide which uppliers should be invited to bid, and to which of them
the contract is to be awarded. The Bank will want to satisfy itself that
the goods supplied are suitable for the requirements of the project.

Similarly, in the case of construction contracts, the Bank will want
to satisfy itself that the contractors employed are competent. It is,
however, the borrower who is responsible for the qualification and selection
of such contractors. It has happened on a few occasions that a borrower
has asked the Bank to supply a list of firms experienced in a particular
type of construction. In such cases the Bank is prepared to supply a list,
compiled on an international basis, of firms with specialized experience
in the field in question, but in each case with the proviso that the list
should not be regarded as exhaustive, and that it should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible. In preparing such a list,
the Bank draws on information submitted by a large number of contractors
in various countries on their own initiative, on the experience of its
staff members, and on the contacts it maintains in supervising the operations
of the projects which it finances.

In some other cases, the Bank has been asked by a borrower to submit
the names of individuals or firms experienced as consultants in various
special fields. The Bank maintains contact with specialized international
agencies, professional associations, etc. in various countries in this
connection. It is therefore usually in a position either to suggest names
of consultants from its own records or to obtain such names from sources of
information in various countries. Such lists of consultants are compiled
on an international basis, and submitted to borrowers with the same proviso
that they should not be regarded as exhaustive, and should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible.

Although many borrowers employ the system of competitive bidding,
whether on their own initiative or at the Bank's request, there are a
number of loans in connection with which the system has not been applied.
Some of these are loans to which it is in any case inapplicable, such as
impact loans. In others it has not proved to be appropriate. The most
usual reasons why the method is sometimes inappropriate are explained in
the following paragraphs.

There are cases in which the goods in question may be available from
only one country.

In other cases, the Bank's loans are needed and granted to cover the
cost of goods to be supplied from a particular area, the borrower being
able to pay for goods from other areas with its own resources.

Sec.8-90
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Sometimes the greatest efficiency and economy may be attained in
operation and maintenance, and the cost of carrying spare parts may be
minimized, by standardizing on a particular make of equipment. This may
have the additional advantage of maintaining continuity of relationships
with ruanufacturers and obtaining technical assistance from then.

There is one type of loan in which the goods pass through normal
trade channels, and both the importer and the ultimate purchaser have no
relationship with the Bank. In such cases it is not practical to stipulate
a particular method of purchase, and the consumer's preference ill determine
the source of supp2y.

There are some cases in which an experienced and "sophisticated"
purchaser knows the market so well that the best prices and terms can be
obtained by carrying out procurement on a negotiated basis.

It sometimes happens that orders have been placed before the loan
is granted. In such cases the Bank expects the borrower to prove that
the contract prices are reasonable, but cannot of course do more than this.

These are the most usual reasons why international bidding is not
practiced in all the operations -financed by Bank loans, and why the Bank
has never adopted ary rigid policy that all its borrowers should always
use the method.

Sec. 8-90



INTERNATIONAL b,-,NK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEvt.LOPMENT

(NOT FOR PUBLIC USE)

FOR R-7i2/EXECUTIVE DECLASSIFIEDR-lAEXECUTIVE D(For consideration by the
DIRECTORS' Date: (i!)- * S00 Executive Directors on

MEETING December 8, 1953.)

December 4, 1953
FROM: The Secretary

METHODS OF PROCURENT UNDER 1.B.R.D. LOANS

With reference to the paper on "Methods of Procurement

under I.B.RALoans" which was circulated on October 14, 1953

under Report R-742, it appears that the first full paragraph on

page 2 was incomplete and subject to misinterpretation.

Accordingly, this paragraph has been amended and the attached

revised paper is circulated for the consideration of the Executive

Directors at their meeting on December 8, 1953.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice President
Assistant to President
Department Heads
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METWDS OF PROCUMDENT
UNDER IBRD LOANS

The Articles of Agreement of the Bank provide (Article III,
Section 5(a)) that "The Bank shall impose no conditions that the proceeds
of a loan shall be spent in the territories of any particular member or
members"; and (Article III, Section 5(b)) that "The Bank shall make ar-
rangements to ensure that the proceeds of ary loan are used only for the
purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention to considera-
tions of economy and efficiency ... ". Thus the Bank cannot make tied loans.
The borrower is free to ise the proceeds of the loan in making purchases
in any member country if the standard of economy and efficiency is respected.

It seems within the spirit of these provisions that the Bank should
allow its borrowers to exercise their own business judgment in making pur-
chases. Considerations of various kinds may reasonably influence borrowers
to purchase in one market rather than another; for example, familiarity
with certain types of equipment, the desire to standardize equipment in
order to avoid complications in maintenance and spare parts control and
the availability of dealers' maintenance and service facilities for speci-
fic types of equipment. It is inappropriate for the Bank to attempt to impose
its own judgment on its borrower in such matters unless the borrower's
preference appears likely to result in an uneconomic use of the Bank's
resources.

Subject to the foregoing, the Bank wishes all of its member governments
to have a fair opportunity to supply goods required under Bank loans. Such
an objective is appropriate to the Bank's character as a cooperative inter-
national institution among whose principal purposes is the promotion of
"The long-range balanced growth of international trade" (Article I (iii).
Therefore, the Bank favors procurement on a competitive international basis,
where this is appropriate.

In particular loans, these two desires of the Bank, to defer to the
borrower's reasonable business judgment and to favor international competition
in procurement, may come into conflict. The Bank has not attempted to resolve
these conflicts by any absolute rule. Instead, it has followed the practice
of encouraging its borrowers to invite bids on an international basis, or at
least to test the availability of supplies in the leading markets, but has not
insisted on that course where the borrower has satisfied the Bank that it has
substantial reasons for using another purchasing method and that its preferred
method will procure suitable goods at fair prices and on reasonable terms.

Many of the Bank's borrowers are familiar with competitive bidding and
employ the technique on their own initiative because of domestic legal re-
qiirements or as a matter of sound business practice. In some cases,
particiilarly where experience in procurement is lacking, the Bank has advised,
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or even required, the borrower to employ international bidding and to
retain a qualified consultant to assist in determining the qualifications
of bidders, in preparing specifications and in analysing the relative
merits of bids.

It follows from what has been said that the Bank never proposes that
a borrower should place a contract with a designated supplier, or that
competition should be restricted to a designated group of suppLiers. The
Bank does not furnish lists of suppliers to its borrowers. The borrower
must decide which suppliers should be invited to bid, and to which of them
the contract is to be awarded. The Bank will want to satisfy itself that
the goods supplied are suitable for the requirements of the project.

Similarly, in the case of construction contracts, the Bank will want
to satisfy itself that the contractors employed are competent. It is,
however, the borrower who is responsible for the qualification and selection
of such contractors. It has happened on a few occasions that a borrower
has asked the Bank to supply a list of firms experienced in a particular
type of construction. In such cases the Bank is prepared to supply a list,
compiled on an international basis, of firms with specialized experience
in the field in question, but in each case with the proviso that the list
should not be regarded as exhaustive, and that it should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible. In preparing such a list,
the Bank draws on information submitted by a large number of contractors
in various countries on their own initiative, on the experience of its
staff members, and on the contacts it maintains in supervising the operations
of the projects which it finances.

In some other cases, the Bank has been asked by a borrower to submit
the names of individuals or firms experienced as consultants in various
special fields. The Bank maintains contact with specialized international
agencies, professional associations, etc. in various countries in this
connection. It is therefore usually in a position either to suggest names
of consultants from its own records or to obtain such names from sources of
information in various countries. Such lists of consultants are compiled
on an international basis, and submitted to borrowers with the same proviso
that they should not be regarded as exhaustive, and should be supplemented
from other sources as far as may be possible.

Although many borrowers employ the system of competitive bidding,
whether on their own initiative or at the Bank's request, there are a
number of loans in connection with which the system has not been applied.
Some of these are loans to which it is in any case inapplicable, such as
impact loans. In others it has not proved to be appropriate. The most
usual reasons why the method is sometimes inappropriate are explained in
the following paragraphs.

There are cases in which the goods in question pay be available from
only one country.

In other cases, the Bank's loans are needed and granted to cover the
cost of goods to be supplied from a particular area, the borrower being
able to pay for goods from other areas with its own resources.

Sec.8-90



Sometimes the greatest efficiency and econonrj may be attained in
operation and maintenance, and the cost of carrying spare parts may be
minimized, by standardizing on a particular make of equipent. This may
have the additional advantage of maintaining continuity of relationships
with manufacturers and obtaining technical assistance from them.

There is one type of loan in which the goods pass through nonmal
trade channels, and both the importer and the ultimate purchaser have no
relationship with the Bank, In such cases it is not practical to stipulate
a particular method of purchase, and the consumer's preference will determine
the source of supply.

There are some cases in which an ecperienced and "sophisticated"
purchaser knows the market so well that the best prices and terms can be
obtained by carrying out procurement on a negotiated basis.

It scaetimes happens that orders have been placed before the loan
is granted. In such cases the Bank expects the borrower to prove that
the contract prices are reasonable, but cannot of course do more than this.

These are the most usual reasons why international bidding is not
practiced in all the operations financed by Bank loans, "nd why the Bank
has never adopted arzr rigid policy that all its borrowers should always
use the method.

Sec. 8-90



INTERNATIONAL b6.AK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEviLOPMENT

(NOT FOR PUBLIC USE)

FOR
EXECUTIVE DECLASSIFIED R-2

DIRECTORS' Date: i'-c;o s (for consideration by the
Executive Directors atM E ETING FROM: The Secretary November meeting)

October 14. '1953

As requested by the Executive Director8, the attached

paper on "Methods of Procurement under I.B.R.D. Loans" is

circulated for information.

This paper will be placed on the agenda of the

Executive Directors for the regular November meeting.

Distribution

Executive Directors and'Alt ernates
President
Vice President
Assistant to the President
Department Heads
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]4ETHODS OF PROCUREIENT
UDER IBRD LOANS

The Articles of Agreement of the Bank provide (Article III,
Section 5(a)) that "The Bank shall impose no conditions that the proceeds
of a loan shall be spent in the territories of any particular member or
members"I; and (Article III, Section 5(b)) that "The Bank shall make ar-
rangements to ensure that the proceeds of ar loan are used only for the
purposes for which the loan was granted, with due attention to considera-
tions of economy and efficiency ... " Thus the Bank cannot make tied loans.
The borrower is free to use the proceeds of the loan in making purchases
in any maber country if the standard of economy and efficiency is respected.

It seems within the spirit of these provisions that the Bank should
allou its borrowers to exercise their own business judgment in making pur-
chases. Considerations of various kinds may reasonably influence borrowers
to purchase in one market rather than another; for example, familiarity
with certain types of equipment, the desire to standardize equipment in
order to avoid complications in maintenance and spare- parts control and
the availability of dealers' maintenance and service facilities for speci-
fic types of equipment. It is inappropriate for the Bank to attempt to impose
its own judgment on its borrower in such matters unless the borrower's
preference appears likely to result in an uneconomic use of the Bankts
resources.

Subject to the foregoing, the Bank wishes all of its member governments
to have a fair opportunity to supply goods required under Bank loans. Such
an objective is appropriate to the Bank's character as a cooperative inter-
national institution among whose principal purposes is the promotion of
"The long-range balanced growth of international trade" (Article I (iii).
Therefore, the Bank favors procurement on a competitive international basis,
where this is appropriate.

In particular loans, these two desires of the Bank, to defer to the
borrower's reasonable business judgment and to favor international competition
in procurement, may come into conflict. The Bank has not attempted to resolve
these conflicts by any absolute rule. Instead, it has followed the practice
of encouraging its borrowers to invite bids on an international basis, or at
least to test the availability of supplies in the leading markets, but has not
insisted on that course where the bo:-rower has satisfied the Bank that it has
substantial reasons for using another purchasing method and that its preferred
method will procure suitable goods at fair prices and on reasonable terms.

Many of the Bank's borrowers are familiar with ccmpetitive bidding and
employ the technique on their own jnitiative because of domestic legal re-
quirements or as a matter of sound business practice. In some cases,
particularly where experience in procurement is lacking, the Bank has advised,
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or even required, the borrower to employ international bidding and to
retain a qualified consultant to assist in determining the qualifications
of bidders, in preparing specifications and in analyzing the relative
merits of bids.

It follows from what has been said that the Bank never proposes
that a borrower should place a contract with a designated supplier, or
that competition should be restricted to a designated group of suppliers.
The borrower must decide which suppliers should be invited to bid, and to
which of them the contract is to be awarded. It does, however, happen
sometimes that a borrower will ask the Bank to supply a list of firms
qualified to bid on a particular contract or contracts. The Bank is pre-
pared to supply such a list, compiled on an international basis; but it is
always made clear to the borrower that such lists are not exhaustive, and
should be supplemented from other sources as far as it may be possible to
do so.

Although many borrowers enploy the system of competitive bidding,
whether on their own initiative or at the Bank's request, there are a
number of loans in connection with which the system has not been applied.
Some of these are loans to 'hich it is in any case inapplicable, ,such as
impact loans. In others it has not proved to be appropriate. The most
usual reasons why the method is sometimes inappropriate are explained in
the following paragraphs.

There are cases in which the goods in question may be available from
only one country.

In other cases, the Bank's loans are needed and granted to cover the
cost of goods to be supplied from a particular area, the borrower being able
to pay for goods from other areas with its own resources.

Sometimes the greatest efficiency and economy may be attained in operation
and maintenance, and the cost of carrying spare parts may be minimized, by
standardizing on a particular make of equipment. This may have the additional
advantage of maintaining continuity of relationships with manufacturers and
obtaining technical assistance from them.

There is one type of loan in which the goods pass through normal trade
channels, and both the importer and the ultimate purchaser have no relation-
ship with the Bank. In such cases it is not practical to stipulate a
particular method of purchase, and the consumer's preference will determine
the source of supply.

There are some cases in which an experienced and "sophisticated"
purchaser knows the market so well that the best prices and terms can be
obtained by carrying out procurement on a negotiated basis.

Sec. 8--52
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It sometimes happens that orders have been placed before the
loan is granted. In such cases the Bank expects the borrower to
prove that the contract prices are reasonable, but cannot of course
do more than this.

These are the most usual reasons why international bidding is
not practiced in all the operations financed by Bank loans, and why
the Bank has never adopted any rigid policy that all its borrwers
should always use the method.

Sec:8-52
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CFIENTIAL

secretary t s Memorandum 1-184

INEMTIONAL BANK FOR DECLASSIFIED
REONSTRUCTIU AND IMVELOPMMT

Date: ntgimIxo sit-

FWDM: The Secretary January 14, 1955

TENTATIVE AND APPROXIMATE LOAN FORECAST

For the information of the Executive Directors, attached

is a sumary of the Bank's Loan Operations during the first

half of the current fiscal year (July 1 - Decenber 31, 1954),

together with a tentative and approximate forecast of loan

operations during the last half of the fiscal year (January 1 -

June 30, 1955), as given by the MLrectors of the Area Operations

Departments at the last meeting of Vcecutive Directors on

January 11, 1955.

Attachment

Distribution

Executive Directors and Alt ernates
President
Vice President
Assistant to the President
Department Heads
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CONFIDENTIAL

A. LOUT OPERATIONS (JuLY 1 - DECEMBER 31, 195) DECLASSIFIED

Country Amount Purpose
($ million)

I. ASIA AND IDDLE EAST

Ceylon 19.1 Electric povoe development (Aberdeen..Lakapana)

India 16.2 Tranbay thermal power project

India 10.0 Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation

43, Total

II. EUROPE, AFRICA AND AUSTRAIASIA

Austria 12.0 Reisseck-Kreuzeck power project

Belgium 20.0 Ports and inland waterways (in conjunction
with public is sue of $30 million)

32.0 Total

III. WESTERN HEMISPBERE

Colombia 5.0 Purchase of farm machinery

El Salvador 11.1 Highway development

Mexico 61.0 Rehabilitation of Pacific Railway

Peru 5.0 Agricultural credit to Banco de Fomento
Agropecuario del Peru

82.1 Total

59.h 1GRAD TOTAL

Sec. 9-92
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B. TENTATIVE AND APPROMATE LOAN FECAST (Jan. 1 June

Country Amount Purpose
($ million)

I. ASIA AND MIDDLE EAST

Japan 6.0 Agricultural development

Japan 4.o Steel Project

Malaya 4.0 to 8.0 Malacca thermal power project and other items
of a power program

Pakistan 4.2 Paper mill

Pakistan i4.0 Power project - Karachi Electric Supply Corporatia

Pakistan 13.6 Karachi - rehabilitation of East Wharves

Thailand 10.0 Railway program

Syria 5.0 Road program

Syria 2.5 Equipment of Port of Latakia

Syria 10.0 Irrigation and land reclamation in the Ghab regicn

73.3 to 77.3 Total

II. EUROPE, AFRICA AND AUSTRALASIA

Australia 50.0 Agriculture, transport, mining and manufacturing

Algeria 10.0 Electricity and gas

East Africa 21.0 Railways and harbors in Kenya, Uganda and
Tanganyika

Austria 10.0 Iydroelectric power development of the Vorarl-
berger Ilverken A.G. in Western Austria

Finland 12.0 Woodworking industrie s and electric pouer

Italy 6o.o Projects in the Cassa area, possibly irrigation,
manufacturing and electric power

Sec. 9-92
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Country Amount Purpose
($ million)

Norway 15.0 To meet foreign exchange needs of Norway's
development (probably in conjunction with
a public issue)

178.0 Total

III. WESTERN HEMISPHERE

Colombia 16.0 Extension of Magdalena Valley Railway, Gamarra
to Santa arta

Colombia 4.5 Enlargement of Anchicaya power project serv-
ing the city of Cali

Costa Rica 3.0 General agricultural and industrial develop-
ment

Ecuador 3.0 Increasing hydroelectric capacity to serve
the city of Quito

Guatemala 5.0 General agricultural development and for
agricultural processing industries

Honduras h.0 Power project

Nicaragua 7.0 Stemi power plant in ]anagua

Panama 1.5 Highway maintenance

Peru 18.0 Second stage of the Quiroz-Piura irrigation
project

Peru 2.5 Cement plant

Peru 2.0 Hydroelectric project of private power
company serving the city of Arequipa

Uruguay 5.0 Livestock project

Uruguay 10.0 Railroad program

Uruguay 6.0 Additional 50,000 K unit for Montevideo

87.5 Total

338.8 to 342.8 GRAND TOTAL

Sec. 9-92
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(not for public use)

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

CONFIDENTIAL
DECLASSIFIED SecM57-69

Date: II/is , (,o ar

FROM: The Secrotary April 29, 1957

ARRANGEENTS WITH UITED KINGDOM

The purpose of this memorandum is to inform the Executive Directors

of the arrangements which have been worked out with the United Kingdom

for the implementation of the negative pledge clauses in the Bank's

Guarantee Agreements with the United Kingdom, if the United Kingdom

pledges securities to the Export-Import Bank of Washington to secure

advances from the latter.

At their meeting on December 21, 1956, the President informed the

Executive Directors that the United Kingdom had reached agreement with the

Eximbank on a line of credit, under which advances were to be secured by

a pledge of securities. On that occasion, the President stated that he

had been informed by the Executive Director for the United Kingdom that the

United Kingdom intended to implement the negative pledge clauses contained

in its Guarantee Agreements with the Bank.

The agreement between the United Kingdom and the Eximbank, of which

a copy is attached as Annex A, was signed on February 25, 1957. It provides,

among other things, that, upon each advance, securities are to be pledged

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Vice Presidents
Department Heads
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having a market value (as defined) of 120% of the amount of the advance.

The agreement defines "market value"t as being the market value determined

quarterly by J. P. Morgan & Co., Inc.

Each of the Bank's Guarantee Agreements with the United Kingdom

containes a "negative pledge" clause (Section 3.01) under which the

United Kingdom, in effect, agrees that, if any external debt is secured

by a pledge of assets of the United Kingdom then the Bank loan to which

such Guarantee Agreement relates shall be equally and ratably secured.

It has been arranged that, as securities are pledged to the Eximbank,

the United Kingdom will make similar pledges of securities to the Bank

to secure its payment obligations (other than those payable in sterling)

under the Guarantee Agreements. Attached as Annex B is a copy of the

form of letter of pledge which is to be delivered to the Bank by the

United Kingdom at the time of the first pledge of securities to the Eximbank.

On the delivery of that letter of pledge, the United Kingdom will make an

initial pledge of securities to the Bank of a market value (as defined in

the Eximbank Agreement) equal to the lesser of (a) the market value of

securities pledged to the Eximbank or (b) 120% of the amounts outstanding

under the Bank Loan Agreements.

The securities pledged to the International Bank will secure the parts

of the loans sold by the Bank to others, as well as the parts held by the

Bank for its own account and participants are being informed of these

arrangements.

The arrangement covered by the attached form of letter of pledge

(Annex B) will last only as long as the United Kingdom's pledge under its

Sec. 57-142
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agreement with the Exirbank continues. That agreement contemplates that

each advance shall be repaid over a period ending 90 months after the

date of the advance and, unless otherwise agreed, there are to be no

advances after February 28, 1958.

It is not known when (if at all) the United Kingdom will avail itself

of the Eximbank credit.

Attachments

Sec. 57-142



THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND

AND

EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF WASHINGTON

Dated, February 25, 1957.

Providing for a Line of Credit of Not to Exceed $500,000,000.



AGREEMENT

THIS AGREEMENT made and entered into this 25th day of
February, 1957, by and between THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED
KINGDoM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND (hereinafter referred
to as the ''United Kingdom''), and EXPORT-IMPORT BANK OF WASHING-

TON (hereinafter referred to as "Eximbank"), an agency of the United
States of America.

WITNESSETH:

WHEREAs, to enable the United Kingdom to finance dollar require-
ments for United States commodities, materials, equipment and
services and its dollar requirements for petroleum, petroleum prod-
iuets and related services, the United Kingdom has requested a credit
up to Five Hundred Million Dollars. ($500,000,000) from Eximbank to
be secured by the pledge of certain collateral on the terms and
conditions hereinafter set forth; and

WHEREAS, the extension of such credit will facilitate exports and
imports and the exchange of commodities between the United States
and the United Kingdom;

Now, THEREFORE, in consideration of the premises and mutual
covenants herein contained, it is agreed that:

ARTICLE I.

Line of Credit.

Eximbank hereby establishes in favor of the United Kingdom a
line of credit of not to exceed Five Hundred Million Dollars
($500,000,000) against which Eximbank will make advances from time

-to time, subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter stated, to
assist the United Kingdom in financing its dollar requirements for
United States commodities, materials, equipment and services, and
its dollar requirements for petroleum, petroleum products and Telated

services.
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ARTICLE II.

Advances.

Subject to the provisions of Article VI and all other conditions
precedent contained herein, upon the written request of the United
Kingdom, Eximbank will make advances from time to time for the
account of the United Kingdom in a bank in the United States desig-
nated by the United Kingdom. As a condition to the making of each
such advance the United Kingdom with its request will furnish to
Eximbank the following documents:

(a) A duly executed promissory note, substantially in the
form annexed hereto as Exhibit A, in the principal amount of
the advance requested, as provided in Article IV hereof;

(b) A certificate of the Bank of England, substantially in
the form annexed hereto as Exhibit B, certifying that payments
as described therein in an amount at least equivalent to the
amount requested by the United Kingdom have been made for
the purposes of this Agreement subsequent to December 31,
1956;

(c) A true copy of an Instruction substantially in the form
annexed hereto as Exhibit C from the Bank of England on
behalf of the United Kingdom to Agency Bank of Montreal,
New York City, to transfer collateral as set forth in Article VI
and to furnish Eximbank with a confirmation of such transfer
when effected.

ARTICLE III.

Availability.

No advances will be made under this Agreement by Eximbank
subsequent to February 28, 1958, except to the extent Eximbank may
consent in writing.
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ARTICLE IV.

Notes.

1. Each such advance will be evidenced by the promissory note of
the United Kingdom in the principal amount of such advance. Each
of such notes shall be dated as of its date of issue, shall be payable to
the order of Export-Import Bank of Washington, at the office of the
Export-Import Bank of Washington, Washington, D. C., or such com-
mercial bank or other financial institution in the United States as may
be satisfactory to Eximbank, and shall be payable as to both principal
and interest in lawful money of the United States of America. Each
such note shall bear interest at the rate of four and one-half per cent
(4 %%) per annum, payable semiannually. The principal amount of
each of such notes shall be paid in ten (10) semiannual installments
according to the following schedule:

Months after Percent of
date of note face of note

36 --------------------------------------------------------- 7426................................................................................ 8
482 .........._.................................................................... 8
4...-............. ......................................... .............. 114 ..- .................---------------------------....................... 11
60 --................ ..........................- ......................... 11
66-...............................................-.._.................. 11
72.. ---....-... ...... -. -- .............- ........ 11
78........-.........................................- .................. 11
84.......... -----------------------................................... 11
90.-- .. - ...................... ...- ........................... 11

H 100

Interest shall be computed on the basis of actual number of days,
using a factor of 365 daysand will be payable only from the date of
each advance.
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2. The form and text of each note issued hereunder shall be satis-
factory to Eximbank and substantially that of Exhibit A annexed
hereto, and shall be printed or lithographed.

3. Eximbank agrees not to negotiate or transfer any note or notes
issued hereunder nor to dispose of any participations in any of said
notes unless the United Kingdom consents in writing to such transfer
or participations.

ARTICLE V.

Tax Exemption.

The notes issued pursuant hereto and the proceeds and income of

any such note shall be exempt from taxation for any purposes by or
within the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland

or by any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof.

ARTICLE VI.

Pledge of Collateral.

1. All advances made under this credit shall be secured by the
pledge of collateral consisting of securities selected by the United

Kingdom from the list of securities held by Agency Bank of Montreal,
New York City, for Bank of England Special Account (as initially

filed-with Eximbank under letter from Agency Bank of Montreal, New

York City, dated December 21, 1956, and as such list may be revised
from time to time through additions, sales or purchases by or on behalf

of the United Kingdom). At the time of each advance the United

Kingdom agrees to direct or cause to be directed Agency Bank of

Montreal, New York City, to deliver to Eximbank or its nominee, as
collateral security for any and all advances made hereunder, so much

of said securities as equals in Market Value, as hereinafter defined,
One Hundred Twenty per cent (120%) of the amount of such advance.
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The United Kingdom will advise Eximbank from time to time of
changes in said list of securities.

2. If at any time the aggregate Market Value of all the collateral
is less than the then unpaid principal amounts of such note or notes,
the United Kingdom, upon request in writing from Eximbank, agrees
to deliver to Eximbank or its nominee, to be held as part of the col-
lateral hereunder, additional collateral of a Market Value at least

equal to such deficiency. In the event the United Kingdom fails to
pledge such additional collateral as herein provided within sixty (60)
days after being requested to do so by Eximbank, then the United
Kingdom agrees to prepay forthwith a sufficient amount of the out-
standing principal balance so that the Market Value of the collateral
then pledged shall at least equal the then outstanding amount of prin-
cipal after such prepayment has been made.

3. If at any time the aggregate Market Value of all the collateral
amounts to more than One Hundred Twenty per cent (120%) of the
then unpaid principal amounts of such note or notes, then upon the
request of the United Kingdom, Eximbank will cause to be released
from the pledge so much of said securities selected by the United
Kingdom as equals in Market Value the amount of such excess.

4. The Market Value. of the securities set forth in the list herein
referred to, as revised from time to time, shall be determined by J. P.
Morgan & Co. Incorporated quarterly, (i) if such securities are listed
on a national securities exchange in the United States, then on the
basis of the last sale price on such exchange on the date of such valua-
tion or failing such price, the last bid price, or (ii) if not so listed,
then on such basis as J. P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated in their dis-
cretion shall determine. A copy of such list and valuation thereof
shall be delivered to Eximbank. For the purposes of this Agreement
the Market Value of the collateral shall be deemed to be the latest
such quarterly valuation as determined by J. P. Morgan & Co.
Incorporated.
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ARTICLE VII.

Collateral.

1. All securities at the time of 'their delivery to Eximbank or

its nominee as part of the collateral shall be duly endorsed in blank
for transfer or accompanied by proper instruments of assignment in

blank, with such signature guaranties as may be deemed necessary
by Eximbank, but, unless and until an event of default as hereinafter
set forth shall have occurred and shall not have been cured by the
United Kingdom or waived in writing by Eximbank, no transfer of
record title ot any of the collateral shall be made by Eximbank except
with the consent in writing of the United Kingdom and no rights of
ownership in or to the collateral shall be exercised by Eximbank.

2. From time to time the United Kingdom may sell any of the

collateral. Such sales may be made in such manner and in such place,
and either publicly or privately, and through such agent or agents as
the United Kingdom may deem advisable. In addition certain of said
collateral may be redeemed from time to time. In case of any such
sale or redemption, Eximbank shall cause to be released the part of
the collateral so sold or redeemed upon receipt by it of the net proceeds
of the sale or redemption as certified in writing to it by the United
Kingdom, the date of such release and delivery of securities to be the
date specified in said writing. The net proceeds of any such sale or
redemption shall be applied upon receipt by Eximbank to the reduction
of the principal of any note or notes outstanding at the time of such
sale or redemption in the same manner as provided in paragraph 1 of
Article VIII.

3. The United Kingdom reserves the right to substitute for any
of such seearities held as collateral other securities of equal Market
Value.
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4. Unless and until an event of default as hereinafter set forth
shall have occurred and shall not have been cured by the United
Kingdom or waived in writing by Eximbank, the United Kingdom shall
have and enjoy all rights arising out of ownership of the pledged
securities including, but not limited to, the right to vote the pledged
securities with the same effect as though they were not subject to this

pledge and the United Kingdom shall have the right to receive all
dividends whether paid in cash or in stock or other payments (including
rights, if any) made upon or in respect of such shares as though such
shares were not subject to this pledge.

ARTICLE VIII.

Prepayment and Installment Payment:
Release of Collateral.

1. The United Kingdom may prepay at any time all or from time
to time a part of the unpaid principal (without premium) of any of
such notes with accrued interest upon at least ten (10) days written
notice to Eximbank of its intention so to do. Such partial prepay-
ments will be applied to the latest maturing installments of principal
of the note or notes on which such prepayments are being made.

2. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 3 of Article VI,
in the event of any such partial prepayment (unless an event of default
as hereinafter set forth shall have occurred with respect to any of such
notes and not have been cured by the United Kingdom or waived in
writing by Eximbank), Eximbank agrees to release or cause to be
released from pledge under such notes and this Agreement and to
deliver or cause to be delivered to the order of the United Kingdom,
such amount of collateral selected by the United Kingdom, the Market
Value of which shall bear the same proportion to the total Market
Value of all collateral pledged hereunder and not heretofore released,
as the amount of such prepayment bears to the total principal amount
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outstanding and unpaid hereunder at the time of such prepayment;

provided, however, that such release of collateral shall not reduce the

total Market Value of all collateral which remains pledged hereunder

below an amount equal to One Hundred per cent (100%) of the total

principal amount outstanding and unpaid hereunder after such pre-

payment has been made.

3. Notwithstanding the provisions of Paragraph 3 of Article VI,

at the time of payment of each installment of principal due on the

notes hereunder, Eximbank similarly agrees to release and deliver

collateral selected by the United Kingdom; the amount of such col-

lateral to be released at the time of each such payment shall be deter-

mined on the same proportionate basis and shall be subject to the

same limitation as is provided in paragraph 2 above, with respect

to releases in the event of prepayment.

4. At the time of each prepayment or installment payment or

reduction of principal pursuant to Article VII, Section 2, Eximbank

will stamp each note with respect to which payment is made to evi-

dence the reduction by the amount of such payment in the principal

amount of such note which remains outstanding and unpaid.

ARTICLE IX.

Default.

If any one or more of the following events of default shall have

happened and shall not have been cured by the United Kingdom or

waived in writing by Eximbank, as provided in Article X hereof, with
respect to each of such notes, viz.:

1. Failure to pay any installment of principal of any of
such notes within sixty (60) days after the due date thereof;

2. Failure to pay any installment of interest on any of
such notes, within sixty (60) days after the due date thereof; or
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3. Failure by the United Kingdom to perform or observe
any other covenant or condition which it has agreed to perform
or observe hereunder for a period of sixty (60) days after the
date on which notice in writing of such failure, requiring the
United Kingdom to remedy the same, shall be given to the United
Kingdom by Eximbank;

then Eximbank at its option may declare by notice in writihg to the
United Kingdom the principal of all such notes to be due and payable
immediately, and upon any such declaration the same shall become and
be due and payable immediately, anything in this Agreement or in such
note or notes contained to the contrary notwithstanding.

Upon the nonpayment of the principal of all such notes declared
due as aforesaid, the securities constituting the collateral pledged
under Article VI hereof shall at its option be transferred into the
name of Eximbank and Eximbank directly or acting through its
nominee is empowered to sell, assign, collect and convert into money
and deliver the whole or any part of the collateral at public or private
sale, without demand, advertisement or notice of the time or place of
sale or of any adjournment thereof which are hereby expressly waived.
After deducting dll expenses of such sale or sales, Eximbank shall apply
the residue of the proceeds thereof to the payment of such notes and
unpaid interest thereon at the rate specifikd in such notes, returning
the excess, if any, to the United Kingdom.

ARTICLE X.

Waiver Provisions.

Eximbank may waive in writing the observance by the United
Kingdom of any of the terms and provisions of this Agreement or
of any note or notes issued hereunder, but no such waiver or any
failure on the part of Eximbank to insist on any such terms and pro-
visions shall operate as a waiver thereof in respect to any subsequent
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act or transaction hereunder, or of any other terms or provisions
hereof. No delay on the part of Eximbank in exercising any power

or right hereunder shall operate as a waiver thereof, nor shall any

single or partial exercise of any right or power hereunder preclude
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other power or
right.

ARTICLE XI.

Final Payment.

Upon payment in full of the principal of and interest on all the
notes issued hereunder and advances incurred or made pursuant to
Article XII hereof, Eximbank shall release or cause to be released from

pledge under such notes and this Agreement and shall deliver or cause
to be delivered to the order of the United Kingdom the then remaining
collateral and the remaining note or notes, and thereupon this Agree-
ment shall terminate.

ARTICLE XII.

Costs and Expenses.

The United Kingdom shall pay all transfer taxes and expenses of

any nature in connection with or arising out of this Agreement or any

transaction contemplated thereby, including the expenses of Eximbank
and the reasonable fees and expenses of Agency Bank of Montreal,
New York City, incurred under this Agreement, including all expenses
in connection with the administration, supervision, preservation, pro-

tection of, or realization on default upon the collateral. In event of
failure of the United Kingdom to pay, Eximbank is authorized to pay
at any time any or all of such expenses on behalf of the United Kingdom
and add the amount of such payment to the amount of the indebted-
ness.
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ARTICLE XIII.

Commission and Fees.

The United Kingdom hereby represents and warrants that no
commission, fee, or payment of any kind has been or will be paid to
any person, firm or corporation in connection with the application
which has resulted in the extension of the financial assistance by
Eximbank provided for in this Agreement or in connection with any
negotiations incident thereto, except reasonable compensation for bona
fide professional, technical, or other comparable services incident to
presenting the merits of the application or to the establishment of the
credit or operations hereunder; and the United Kingdom covenants
that upon request of Eximbank the amount of payments made to any
such person, firm or corporation for services in connection herewith
will be disclosed to Eximbank.

ARTICLE XIV.

Legal Opinions and Authorizations.

Prior to and as a condition of the first advance under the credit,
Eximbank shall be furnished with the following without cost to it:

(a) An opinion or opinions of counsel demonstrating to
the satisfaction of the General Counsel of Eximbank, or counsel
designated by him (1) that the United Kingdom has taken all
action necessary and appropriate under its laws and regulations
to authorize it to incur the indebtedness contemplated by the
credit; (2) that this Agreement has been validly signed and
entered into by the United Kingdom and is binding upon it in
accordance with its terms; (3) that the notes, when and as
signed and issued pursuant hereto, will constitute the valid
and binding obligations of the United Kingdom in accordance
with their terms; and (4) that the delivery of such collateral
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pursuant to the agreement to pledge as provided in Article VI
will constitute a valid and effective pledge;

(b) Evidence of the authority (1) of the person or persons
who will sign this Agreement on behalf of the United Kingdom;
(2) of the person or persons who will date and sign the promis-
sory notes to be issued hereunder; and (3) of any other person
or persons who will act as the representative or representatives
of the United Kingdom in connection with the operation of
the credit; together with the authenticated specimen signature
in duplicate of each such person.

From time to time thereafter, Eximbank shall be furnished with-

out cost to it with such additional opinion or opinions of counsel and

such additional evidences of authority, authenticated specimen sig-

natures, documents and other information as it may reasonably

request.

ARTICLE XV.

Notices, Demands and Deliveries.

Unless otherwise provided in this Agreement, all notices, demands

and deliveries to be given or made to the United Kingdom or

Eximbank shall be given or made, as the case may be, at The British

Embassy, Washington, D. C., or Export-Import Bank of Washington,

Washington, D. C.
Either party may take such action as may be required or permitted

under this Agreement through its duly authorized agents or

representatives.
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ARTICLE XVI.

Applicable Law.

All questions with respect to the execution or interpretation of this
Agreement and the aotes or with respect to performance or non-
performance hereunder or thereunder shall be interpreted according
to New York law.

IN WITNEsS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agree-

ment to be duly executed in duplicate in Washington, District of

Columbia, United States of America, on the date first mentioned above.

THE GoVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDOM

OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NoRTHnEN IRELAND

By...................................... ........

Title.................................. ........

ExpopT-ImpoRT BAwx OF WASHINGTON

President

Attest:

Secretary
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Exhibit A

$ ------------- No...............
Coin i NOTrE

D..TD................. ...........

Fou VAiuE RECIVED, The Government of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Northern Ireland (the Government) hereby prom-
ises to pay to Export-Import Bank of Washington (the Bank) or order
against this promissory note the principal sum of ....-...............................

-.............................. Dollars ($........-------) in installments as
hereinafter provided and to pay interest from the date on which the
principal sum has been deposited to the credit of the Government in
...................................................................... B ank on ........................................
and semiannually thereafter at the rate of four and one-half per cent
(4%%) per annum on the unpaid principal balance of this note from
time to time outstanding.

For the prompt payment of principal and interest on this prom-
issory note in accordance with its terms the Government hereby pledges
its full faith and credit.

Both the principal of and interest on this note are payable at the
office of ................................-.......---------------------------- in the City of New York,
New York, in lawful money of the United States of America, without
deduction for or on account of any present or future taxes, duties or
other charges imposed or levied against this note or the proceeds or
holder hereof by or within the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland or any political subdivision or taxing authority
thereof.

The principal of this promissory note shall be payable in ten (10)
consecutive semiannual installments in the amounts and at the times
set forth in the following schedule of payments:

Installment Date
Number Due Amount

1

2

3
4
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Instuilment Date
Number Due Amount

5

6
7
8
9

10

This note is one of a series of notes issued under and pursuant to
the terms of the Agreement dated February 25, 1967 between the
Government and the Bank, and is subject to the conditions and entitled
to the benefits thereof. As provided in the Agreement, the under-
signed shall have the right to prepay, without penalty or premium,
all or any part of the principal of this promissory note, with accrued
interest on the amount so prepaid.

This note together with all other notes issued pursuant to said
Agreement, is secured by the pledge with Agency Bank of Montreal,
New York City, New York, as custodian for the Bank of certain col-
lateral as set forth in said Agreement to which reference is made for
a description of the rights and obligations of the parties in the
premises.

Upon the happening of an event of default which shall not have
been cured by the undersigned or waived by the Bank as specified in
said Agreement, the entire unpaid principal amount of and inrerest
accrued on this note and all other notes issued pursuant to said Agree-
ment shall become due and payable immediately at the option and
upon the demand of the holder hereof.

The non-exercise by the holder hereof of any of its rights here-
under in any particular instance shall not constitute a waiver thereof
in that or any subsequent instance.

This note shall be non-negotiable and non-transferable except with
the consent in writing of the Government.

THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED KINGDoM
oF GREAT BmTAIN AND NoRTHERN IREIAKD

By ..... ....................
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Exhibit B

We hereby certify that we have satisfied ourselves that in the
period 1st January, 1957 to ..................-------------------....... the following pay-
ments, authorized by the U. K. Exchange Control, have been made by
U. K. residents

(a) To the American account area for petroleum,
petroleum products and services related
thereto; $

(b) To the U. S. A. for other commodities,
materials, equipment and services; $
Type of Goods or Services

A

B

Less amounts already drawn
Balance
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Exhibit C

AGENCY BANK OF MONTREAL, NEW YORK CrrY,
NEW YORK, NEW YORK.

1. Reference is made to that certain agreement (hereinafter
called the "Agreement'") dated February 25, 1957, between the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland
and Export-Import Bank of Washington (hereinafter referred to as
'Eximbank"), an agency of the United States of America, a copy of
which Agreement has been delivered to you.

2. As provided in the Agreement, the collateral pledged at the
time of each advance must be delivered by you to Eximbank or its
nominee. We understand that you have been named by Eximbank
as its nominee to accept delivery of and hold such collateral as
security for the advances to be made by Eximbank.

3. Accordingly, you are hereby instructed to earmark, segregate,
and hold in pledge for Eximbank, as from -..........--------------...... as collat-
eral to secure all advances made by it under the agreement, the
securities set forth in our immediately following telegram.

4. Please furnish Exambank with a confirmation of the transfer
of such securities when effected and advise us by cable of such
transfer.
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4 -
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4/4474(

(Letter of Pledge)

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sirs:

1. The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Northern Ireland (hereinafter called the United Kingdom) by

its Guarantee Agreements with the International Bank for Reconstruc-

tion and Development (hereinafter called the International Bank)

dated February 27, 1952, March 11, 1953, March 15, 1955 and June 21,

1956, (hereinafter called the Guarantee Agreements) has agreed

(except as the International Bank shall otherwise agree and subject

to certain other exceptions) to secure equally and ratably with

secured external debt of the United Kingdom the payment of princi-

pal amounts, together with interest and other charges thereon,

loaned or to be loaned by the International Bank pursuant to Loan

Agreements dated February 27, 1952, March 11, 1953, March 15, 1955

and June 21, 1956, (hereinafter called t he Loan Agreements)

between the International Bank and the Colony of Southern Rhodesia,

the Territory of Northern Rhodesia, the East Africa High Commission

and the Federal Power Board of the Federation of Rhodesia and

Nyasaland, respectively.

2. By agreement dated February 25, 1957, (hereinafter called

Eximbank Agreement) between the United Kingdom and Export-Import

Bank of Washington (hereinafter called Eximbank), an agency of the
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United States of America, the United Kingdom has agreed to secure

each advance made by E&imbank under the fximbank Agreement by the

pledge of certain securities selected as therein set forth. Pursuant

to the Eximbank Agreement the United Kingdom has secured an advance

obtained thereunder by the pledge of securities having a market

value as defined in the Eximbank Agreement (hereinafter called

Market Value) of $ 9

3. Accordingly, by delivery of the instruction referred to

in paragraph 4, the United Kingdom does pledge to the International

Bank, subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth, as security

for the obligations of the United Kingdom under the Guarantee

Agreements, the securities set forth in the schedule annexed hereto

having a Market Value equal to $ , which have

been selected by the United Kingdom from the list of securities

held by Agency, Bank of iontreal, New York City, for Bank of England

Special Account (as initially filed with Eximbank under letter from

AgencyBank of Montreal, New York City, dated December 21, 1956, and

as such list may be revised from time to time through additions,

sales or purchases by or on behalf of the United Kingdom).

. Enclosed is a true copy of an instruction from the Bank

of England on behalf of the United Kingdom to Agency, Bank of Montreal,

New York City, instructing such bank to deliver to the International

Bank or its nominee the securities referred to therein and to

furnish the International Bank wvith a confirmation of the trans-

action when effected.



5. In the event additional advances are made under the

Eximbank Agreement or additional disbursements are made under any

of the Loan Agreements, upon request in writing by the International

Bank, the United Kingdom will pledge to the International Bank,

subject to the conditions hereinafter set forth, as security for

any obligations of the United Kingdom under the Guarantee Agreements,

securities selected by the United Kingdom from the list of securi-

ties filed with Eximbank, as revised from time to time as aforesaid,

having a Market Value which when added to the Market Value of all

securities previously pledged hereunder and not released would

result in a Market Value at least equal to the lesser of (a) the

Market Value of all securities pledged under the Eximbank Agree-

ment and not released or (b) a Market Value which shall bear the

same proportion to the aggregate unpaid principal amount (by whom-

soever held) secured by pledge hereunder as the Market Value of

all collateral pledged under the Eximbank Agreement and not released

bears to the unpaid principal amount thereunder. To effect such

pledge the United Kingdom will deliver or cause to be delivered to

the Agency,Bank of Montreal, New York City, an instruction similar

to that described in paragraph h above relative to the pledging of

such securities.

6. If at any time the aggregate Market Value of all the

collateral pledged hereunder and not released is less than the

lesser of (a) the then aggregate unpaid principal amount (by whom-

soever held) secured by pledge hereunder, or (b) the Market Value



of all collateral pledged under the Eximbank Agreement and not

theretofore released, the United Kingdom, upon request in writing

from the International Bank, will deliver to the International Bank

or its nominee, to be held as part of the collateral hereunder,

additional collateral of a Market Value at least equal to the

deficiency between such aggregate Market Value and the lesser of

(a) or (b).

7. If at any time the aggregate Market Value of all the

collateral pledged hereunder and not released amounts to more than

the lesser of (a) One Hundred and Twenty per cent (120%) of the then

aggregate unpaid principal amount (by whomsoever held) secured by

pledge hereunder, or (b) the Market Value of all the collateral

pledged under the Eximbank Agreement and not released, then upon

request in writing of the United Kingdom, the International Bank

will release or cause to be released from pledge hereunder and

deliver or cause to be delivered to the United Kingdom such amounts

of collateral selected by the United Kingdom as shall be equal in

Market Value to the excess of such aggregate Market Value over the

lesser of (a) or (b).

8. For the purpose of determining the equivalent (in terms

of U.S. dollars) of any part of any loan repayable in another cur-

rency, the value of such other currency shall be as recorded in

the books of the International Bank for the purposes of disburse-

ment. For all the purposes of this Letter of Pledge, there shall

be disregarded all portions of loans which are repayable in



currency of the United Kingdom and any amounts payable as principal

(including premium), interest or other charges on such portions.

9. All securities at the time of their delivery to the

International Bank or its nominee as part of the collateral shall

be duly endorsed in blank for transfer or accompanied by proper

instruments of assignment in blank, with such signature guaranties

as may be deemed necessary by the International Bank; but, subject

to the provisions of paragraph 14 hereof, (i) no transfer of

record title of any of the collateral shall be made by the Inter-

national Bank except with the consent in writing of the United

Kingdom and (ii) no rights of ownership in or to the collateral

shall be exercised by the International Bank.

10. From time to time, the United Kingdom may sell any of

the collateral. Such sales may be made in such manner and in such

place, and either publicly or privately, and through such agent

or agents as the United Kingdom may deem advisable. In addition

certain of said collateral may be redeemed from time to time. In

case of any such sale or redemption, the International Bank shall

release and deliver, or cause to be released and deliveredto the

United Kingdom the part of the collateral so sold or redeemed

upon receipt by the International Bank of the net proceeds of the

sale or redemption as certified in writing to the International

Bank by the United Kingdom, the date of such release and delivery

of securities to be the date specified in said writing, The net
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proceeds of any such sale or redemption shall be reinvested in

securities selected by the United Kingdom, such securities to be

similarly pledged hereunder.

U1. The United Kingdom reserves the right to substitute for

any of such securities held as collateral other securities of equal

Market Value.

12. Subject to the provisions of paragraph 14 hereof, the

United Kingdom shall have and enjoy all rights arising out of owner-

ship of the pledged securities including, but not limited to, (i)

the right to vote the pledged securities with the same effect as

though they were not subject to this pledge and (ii) the right 
to

receive all dividends, whether paid in cash or in stock, or other

payments (including rights, if any) made upon or in respect of

such securities as though such securities were not subject to this

pledge.

13. Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 7 hereof,

in the event of any prepayment or installment payment by the bor-

rower or the guarantor under any of the Loan Agreements (unless

the United Kingdom shall have defaulted under any of the Guarantee

Agreements and such default shall not have been cured by the United

Kingdom or waived in writing by the International Bank), the Inter.-

national Bank agrees, upon the request of the United Kingdom, to

release or cause to be released from pledge hereunder and to deliver

or cause to be delivered to the order of the United Kingdom, such

amount of collateral selected by the United Kingdom, the Market
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Value of which shall bear the same proportion to the total Market

Value of all collateral pledged hereunder and not released, as the

amount of the prepayment or installment payment bears to the then

aggregate unpaid principal amount (by whomsoever held) secured by

pledge hereunder, provided, however, that such release of collateral

shall not reduce the total Market Value of all collateral which

remains pledged hereunder below the lesser of (a) the Market Value

of all collateral pledged under the Eximbank Agreement and not

released, or (b) the aggregate unpaid principal amount (by whomso-

ever held) secured by pledge hereunder after such prepayment or

installment payment has been made.,

14. In the event of a default by the United Kingdom under

any of the Guarantee Agreements, which default shall not have been

cured by the United Kingdom or waived by the International Bank

within sixty (60) days thereafter, the International Bank directly

or acting through its nominee shall have the right to transfer

into its name or into the name of its nominee and to sell, assign,

collect and convert into money and deliver at public or private

sale without demand, advertisement or notice of the time or place

of sale or of any adjournment thereof which are hereby expressly

waived, such amount of the pledged securities (selected by the

International Bank) as shall bear the same proportion to the total

amount pledged hereunder and not released as the amount of the

obligation of the United Kingdom under the defaulted Guarantee

Agreement bears to the total amount of the obligations of the

United Kingdom under all the Guarantee Agreements and the rights
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of the United Kingdom set out in paragraph 12 shall cease with

respect to such securities. After deducting all expenses of such

sale or sales, the International Bank shall apply the residue of

the proceeds thereof to the payment of the principal, interest

and other charges outstanding and unpaid under the relevant Loan

Agreement and under any Bonds (by whomsoever held) issued there-

under, returning the excess, if any, to the United Kingdom.

15. Upon payment in full of the principal and interest and

other charges outstanding under the Loan Agreements and under any

Bonds (by whomsoever held) issued thereunder, or upon termination

of the Eximbank Agreement, whichever shall first occur, the Inter-

national Bank shall release or cause to be released from pledge

and deliver or cause to be delivered to the United Kingdom the

then remaining collateral pledged hereunder and this Letter of

Pledge shall terminate.

16. The United Kingdom shall pay all transfer taxes and

expenses of any nature in connection writh or arising out of this

Letter of Pledge or any transaction contemplated thereby, including

the expenses of the International Bank and the reasonable fees and

expenses of Agency, Bank of Montreal, New York City, incurred under

this Letter of Pledge, including all expenses in connection with

the administration, supervision, preservation, protection of, or

realization on default upon, the collateral.

17. The terms and conditions of the foregoing Letter of

Pledge having been agreed between the United Kingdom and the
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International Bank and it having also been agreed by the Inter-

national Bank that the carrying out of the said terms and con-

ditions of the foregoing will satisfactorily fulfill the obliga-

tions of the United Kingdom under the Guarantee Agreements in

respect of the arrangements for collateral in the Eximbank Agree-

ment, please sign the enclosed copy of this letter in the space

provided below in confirmation of the foregoing and return it to

the United Kingdom at its Embassy in Washington, D.C.

Very truly yours,
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March 5, 1954

STAFF IOAN COnMIT'EE

Memorandum from Department of Operations
Europe, Africa and Australasia

The Negative Pledge Caue

1. The accompaying memorandum, which has been prepared by the

Qeneral Counel, is intended to state the basic purpose of the negative

pledge clause in the Bank's agreements with member governents. While

this memorandum was prepared particularly for use in discussions now

being carried on with t United Kingdom, it is also intended as a

statement of general Bank policy for use in any other appropriate cases.

2. Would members of the Staff Loan Committee who have comments to

make on the accomparying memorandn please give them to Mr. Sommers or

to Mr. Nurick before March 10. If any member so desires, the memorandum

can be discussed at an early meeting of the Committeep

A. S. G, Roar
Director of Operations



MEMMANDUM REGARIENG NEGATIVE PLEDGE CLAU$

In making loans, the Bank normally does not ask for security (except
where private borrowers are concerned) or special priority. Instead it
asks a general assurance from the borrowing or guaranteeing member that
the Bank's loans will be given not less favorable treatmenit than comparable
future debt. This assurance takes the form of the so-called "negative
pledge clause" which is a standard provision of the Bank's loan documents.
The Bank's members have generally accepted the principle of the negative
pledge clause as necessary for the protection of the Bank and its members
and its application to all member governments as appropriate to the Bank's
cooperative character.

The basic purpose of the negative pledge clause is to protect the
Bank against the use of governwental resources, or the use of governmental
authority to mobilize other resources, to enable other foreign creditors
to obtain foreign exchange In preference to the Bank through the creation
of liens or priorities. However, the clause is not prohibitory, It does
not prevent the creation of liens or priorities but merely accords to the
Bank the right, if it desires, to share in any lien or priority accorded
to other credits.

In the standard form used in guarantee agreements (see Annex 1), the
negative pledge clause provids in effect that if any lien is created on
assets of the Guarantor to secure external debt, the lien will equally and
ratably secure the Bank's loan unless the Bank otherwise agrees or the
transaction falls within certain specified exceptions. The term "assets
of the Guarantor" as defined in the clause, normally includes not only
property of the member itself but also property of "political subdivisions"
and of government "agencies",* The need for broad scope becomes apparent
upon consideration of the types of security transactions most likely to
have an adverse effect on repayment of a Bank loan.

The governmental assets which can most readily be pledged are the
central gold and foreign exchange reserves. In view of the relative ease
with which these assets can be pledged and the frequency of proposals to
pledge them, the Bank has always required that these be covered by the
negative pledge clause. Sometimes these reseryes are property of the
Government itself (as may be the case where they are held in an exchange
equalization account); more often they are the property of the central
bank and will be covered only if the central bank is expressly mentioned
or if it is included by use of some such category as "agencies".

* The loan documents normally define "lien" broadly to include any pledge,
mortgage, charge or priority, and define "assets" to include revenues.
These definitions do not give rise to negotiating problems.



Also significant to the Bank are export revenues which can readily
be mobilized and pledged to secure debt. Examples are proceeds of rice
exports from Thailand (where all rice produced is purchased and exported
through a Government monopoly), proceeds of coffee exports from Brazil,
Colombia and several Central American countries, and oil royalties from
Iraq. Several of the Bank's members earn a substant.al part of their
foreign exchange revenues from a single export commodity and pould peri"
ously cripple the safety of an nsecured Bank loan by a single pledge of
these revenues. Revenues of this kind, and the commodities from which
they are earned, are not likely to be the property of Bank menbers or
their political subdivisions. If they are publicly owned, they are usually
owned by nationalized corporations or public institutions. Similar bodies
will normally be the means of mbilizing private revenues of this kind for
public purposes. One major coffee-producing country in Latin America in
which the Bank has substantial investments recently bad under consideration
a scheme to earmark 10% of coffee export revenues for service of new debt.

Beyond these two categories, there is a long list of other kinds of
assets which could be the subject of pledges. These are probably of less
importance to the Bank, but it is impossible to be categorical on the
point. For example, the Bank would normally not be prejudiced by a pledge
of local currencies. However, if such a pledge were accompanied by some
special arrangement for preferential transfer, the Bank would be concerned.
Arrangements of that nature are frequently made in ;ome of the Bank's
member countries, particularly by municipalities and public bodies.

Although the Bank has, for the foregoing reaoons, normally drafted
the negative pledge clause so as to cover not only assets of the govern-
ment itself, but also assets of its political subdivisions and agencies,
the Bank has always been prepared, and is still prepared, to limit the
scope of the provision in various respects.

First, the Bank is prepared to modify its terminology to conform to
the prevailing constitutional law and practice of the member concerned.
In several cases the terms "political subdivision" and "agency" have been
defined or replaced by terms which are more familiar in local usage.

Second, the Bank is prepared to take due account of constitutional
limitations, In some cases where Federal systems limit the powers of
central governments over member states, the Bank has been willing to make
appropriate modifications in the negative pledge clause.

Third, the Bank does not always insist on sharing in the precise
security arrangement created for another creditor. Some contracts, for
example, give the Guarantor the choice of permitting the Bank to share
in liens created by political subdivisions and agencies or of otherwise
providing equivalent security for the Bank's loan.



Fourth, the Bank is prepared to exempt security arrangements which
do not significantly affect foreign exchange availabilities. A partial
exemption along this line has appeared in one contract but since what is
intended is difficult to define precisely, the matter can usually best be
dealt with by an assurance that the Bank will not apply the clause in
cases of this kind.

Fifth, the Bank does not insist on the inclqsion of all government
agencies within the scope of the clause, but has been willing to make
exceptions depending on the nature of their operations and the extent
to which governmental control is exercised over them, For example, an
exception may be made for agencies which carry on essentially corpiercial
functions and are free to carry on their business independently and to
borrow and give security without special governmental participation or
authorization. Or exception may be made for agencies whose activities
have no material financial or economic significance in relation to a
country's ability to service a Bank loan. Moreover, except in cases
where the Bank may need special protection, there need be no specific
reference in the clause to "agencies" as sich, if the language of the
clause is broad enough to include security arrangements for which special
governmental action (something over and above ordinary exchange control
approval) is required.

With this flexibility, the Bank can adapt the negative pledge clause
to meet the varying circumstances of its several members while maintainingo
as a matter of general policy, the substance of the provision for general
application.

March 5, 1954



ANNEX 1

It is the mutual intention of the Guarantor and the Bank
that no other external debt shall enjoy any priority over the
Loan by way of a lien on governmertal assets. To that end, the
Guarantor undertakes that, except as the Bank shall otherwise
agree, if any lien shall be created on any assets of the Guarantor
as security for any external debt, such lien will i so facto
equally and ratably secure the payment of the principa oT and
interest and other charges on, the Loan and the Bonds, and that
in the creation of any such lien express provision will be made
to that effect; provided, however, that the foregoing provisions
of this Section shall, not apply to: (i) any lien created on
property, at the time of purchase thereof, solely as security
for the payment of the purchase price of such property; (ii) any
lien on comercial goods to secure a debt maturing not more than
one year after the date on which it is originally incurred and to
be paid out of the proceeds of sale of such comnercial goods; or
(iii) arn lien in the ordinary course of banking transactions
securing a debt maturing not more than one year after its date.

The term "assets of the Guarantor" as used in this Section
includes assets of the Guarantor or any of its political sub-P
divisions or any agency of the Guarantor or of any such political
subdivision, including the n'ame of central bankl.
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FROM: Office of the Secretary DATE:
Secretary, Staff Loan Committee

NOTICE OF MEETING

A meeting of the Staff Loan Committee ill be held on
at , in Room 1005.

AGENDA

The Cont tft1 'All de Zam/0^4dm OZOe Frabl= of

DISTRIBUTION

President General Counsel (2)
Vice President Director, Economic Staff (2)
Assistant to President Treasurer (2)
Director, Department of Operations - Director, Technical Assistance

Asia and Middle East (2) and Liaison Staff
Director, Department of Operations -

Europe, Africa and Australasia (3)
Director, Department of Operations - Secretary

Western Hemisphere (2) Director, Public Relations
Director, Department of Technical Operations (2) Files
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October 26, 1953

Memorandum to the Staff Loan Committee

The Problem of Management in Financing Industry

1. Although the primary field of Bank lending has been public ;iorks and
public utilities, from time to time industrial projects are presented which
appear deserving of Bank support. Industrial financing involves most of the
same problems as public works and public utility financing, and a number of
special problems as well. One problem which is always an important aspect
of industrial financing is the question of management. This problem is also
involved in many other types of Bank financing, but it is likely to be par-
ticularly significant in the case of industrial projects both because they
are normally competitive in character and because of the relative complexity
of most types of industrial operations. This memorandum sets forth the con-
siderations which are to guide the staff in dealing with the problem of
management in loans for industrial projects.*

2. The basic principle is that, before financing any industrial project,
the Bank must be satisfied that the management provided for the project is
capable of assuming the responsibilities inherent in running the type of
enterprise being financed. The extent of these responsibilities ill vary
with the nature of the project (running a cement plant is obviously less com-
plex than running a steel mill), but the manner in ibich they are discharged
will always be important to the success of the project.

3. Management covers far more than mere technical ax pervision of a plant.
Management must deal with financing problems, supply, budgetary aid cost
control, production planning, quality control, sales promotion, personnel
policy, labor relations and many other nontechnical matters. Besides its
more specific responsibilities, management must furnish centralized direction
and initiative for the whole enterprise; in short it must run the business.
Hence a key problem of industrial organization is to provide management with
adequate authority and incentives. The successes achieved by the system of
private enterprise in the most advanced industrial countries are due in large
part to the fact that this syatem has provided an effective answer to this
problem.

4. %en a loan is proposed to an established industrial enterprise, the
quality of the management can be assessed by looking at the company's past
record. Inadequacies in management will normally be reflected in operating

* Loans to credit institutions like the Turkish Industrial Development
Bank are beyond the scope of this paper.
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results over a period of years. But when a loan is proposed for a new
industry this evidence is unavailable. The Bank must then try to judge in
advanc e the adequacy of the contemplatpd management arrangements. This is
far from an easy task, even when the proposed borrower is a private company.

5. 'When the proposed borrower is a government-owned industrial concern,
still more care must be exercised. There is normally reason to fear that
the management of government-oiaed industries may be inadequate for either
or both of tUo reasons: (a) the management is apt to lack incentive to exer-
cise initiative and to keep operations at maximum efficiency; and (b) the
government, being government and having objectives other than the commercial
success of a particular industrial enterprise, may subordinate the interests
of the enterprise to extraneous considerations and may therefore interfere
with management's independence by exerting political influence on appointments
or policies.

6. In viewi of the above considerations, the Bank will normally not finance
industrial enterprises, hoiever meritorious in themselves, in ;ich a member
government is the sole or majority stockholder unless it is satisfied: (a)
that private capital is not available to do the job, and this for no fault
of the government; (b) that the government intends to sell the enterprise to
private interests if and TWhen conditions permit it to do so on reasonable
terms; (c) that the government's participation will not have an undue deter-
rent effect upon the expansion of private initiative and enterprise in the
same or other fields; (d) that, to the extent the circumstances (which may
vary materially from case to case) permit, the management arrangements vest
an effective degree of independence, responsibility and initiative in the
person or organization actually in charge; and (e) that the person or organi-
zation selected to manage the enterprise is qualified for the job. For this
purpose, covenants in loan contracts for government-owned industries (e.g.
covenants that the "management of the enterprise will be conducted under
arrangements satisfactory to the Bank" or that "the management ill be accep-
table to the Bank") are usually not sufficient in themselves, though some
provision of the kind nimay be useful. The Bank will wish the arrangements
to be completed, or at least substantial steps taken toward their completion,
before the loan documents are signed.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Leonard Rist DATE: November 19, 1953

FROM: *LCp

SUBJECT: Gurantoes of Loam for Projects in Dependencies

Mr. Iliff has asked me to set up a working party to consider the
dogree to which a guarantor of a lean to a dependency (or to a body in
a dependency) should be mad* responsible for the borrower's performno
of his obligatimns in connection with the project. %ne question has
been raised ape.ifically by the United Kingdom in connection with dis-
eussions of the so-called access to markets" clause as contained in
Secti 2.02 of the Southern Rhodesia Guarantee Agreement dated
February 27, 1952. It has also arisen in current dLscussions with the
French Government and will undoubtodly recur as we consider other loans
for projects in dependent torritories.

Would you please noinate a representative of your department
to serve on this working partyt

act W. Davidson Sonners
Mr. Leonard Rist
14r. Burke Knapp
Xr. J. Rucinsi
Xr. Milton C. Cross


